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1. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare information technology (IT) has huge potential to improve healthcare qual-
ity, improve efficiency, and reduce cost, and is currently on the cusp of major innova-
tions and widespread deployment in the US and elsewhere. Its potential may best be
described by a quote from the chairs of three leading healthcare policy and standards
groups in the US.
“Our vision is one of a 21st century health system in which all health infor-
mation is electronic, delivered instantly and securely to individuals and their
care providers when needed, and capable of analysis for constant improve-
ment and research.With better information uponwhich to base decisions, the
challenging process of health reform can successfully proceed—measuring
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quality, rewarding value, engaging individuals—and lead the way to better
health for all Americans.” [Halamka et al. 2009]
In this survey, we specifically examine the privacy challenges involved in mobile
computing and communications technologies. Such mHealth technology [mH 2009] ap-
pears promising in many ways: enabling physicians to remotely monitor their patients’
health and improve the quality of healthcare, enabling patients to manage their health
more easily, and reducing the cost of care by allowing patients to spend less time in the
hospital or make fewer visits to their doctor.
In mHealth, Mobile Internet Devices (MIDs), connected wirelessly to wearable,
portable, and even embeddable sensors, will enable long-term continuous medical
monitoring for many purposes [Baker et al. 2007; Boric-Lubecke and Lubecke 2002;
Varshney 2007]: for outpatients with chronic medical conditions (such as diabetes),
individuals seeking to change behavior (such as losing weight), physicians needing to
quantify and detect behavioral aberrations for early diagnosis (such as depression), or
athletes wishing to monitor their condition and performance. In this article, we use
the term “Patient” to describe the subject of sensing in all such use cases, using the
capitalized form as a reminder of its broader meaning. We expect MIDs, such as smart
phones, to contain the technology and applications needed to process sensor data and
enable their appropriate use. The resulting data may be used directly by the Patient
[AC 2008; AH 2008; Wang et al. 2006] or may be shared with others: with a physician
for treatment [SH 2008], with an insurance company for coverage, with a scientist for
research [DH 2008], with a coach for athletic training [Aylward and Paradiso 2007], or
with family members and friends in social-networking communities targeted towards
health and wellness [OW 2009; DS 2009, e.g.].
The term “mHealth” applies broadly to the use of mobile technology in healthcare
applications. In this article, however, we focus on patient-centered technology, as de-
scribed in the previous examples and the detailed scenarios that follow. There are, of
course, valuable uses of mobile technology in other aspects of healthcare delivery and
management, including personal communication devices used by clinicians, inventory-
control systems for medical equipment and consumables, and telemedicine platforms
for emergency response or remote rural healthcare. Some of the issues we raise occur
in such settings, but we do not directly address them here.
1.1. The Challenge
Although mHealth systems may indeed improve quality of healthcare and quality
of life, they also generate new security and privacy issues [Al Ameen et al. 2010;
Giannetsos et al. 2011]. The technology goal should be to develop usable devices that
respect Patient privacy while also retaining the data quality and accessibility required
for the medical uses of the data. In this article, we focus on privacy; specifically, we wish
to give the Patient control over the data that is collected and to whom it is disclosed,
and to recognize that different situations may require different responses. Indeed, we
note that control, not possession or ownership, is fundamental to privacy.1 Privacy
means that the Patient retains control even when the data is “owned” by another party
(as is common in medical records maintained by a hospital) and even after a copy of
the data has been provided to another party (as when billing records are shared with
an insurance company).
Given our focus on privacy, it is essential that we define it clearly for the context
of healthcare. Fortunately, others have thought deeply about this issue; we adopt the
1Some researchers in the field of healthcare information privacy have a different opinion [Nissenbaum 2004],
but the notion of privacy as information-control is common and (as we show in the next paragraph) the core
of the definition used by an important advisory committee.
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definition selected by the National Committee for Vital andHealth Statistics (NCVHS),
a key advisory committee to the US Department of Health and Human Services.
“Health information privacy is an individual’s right to control the acquisition, uses,
or disclosures of his or her identifiable health data. Confidentiality, which is closely
related, refers to the obligations of those who receive information to respect the
privacy interests of those to whom the data relate. Security is altogether different.
It refers to physical, technological, or administrative safeguards or tools used to
protect identifiable health data from unwarranted access or disclosure” [Cohn 2006].
We also follow NCVHS and define PHI as “personal health information” rather than
“protected health information”, which is a phrase that has specific meaning in a
HIPAA context [Choi et al. 2006].
Clearly, privacy is important in any healthcare information system.What is different
or especially challenging about mHealth privacy? First, mHealth allows for the collec-
tion of far more medical data about the Patient, as many mHealth devices collect data
continuously over extended periods of time. (For example, it is possible to record ECG
data continuously for weeks, throughout daily life, rather than a one-minute recording
taken in the clinic every other week.) Second, mHealth allows much broader range of
health-related information to be collected, not just physiological data; many mHealth
applications will collect information about Patient lifestyle and activities (such as food
habits and diet details, location tracks, physical activity, or social interactions). Third,
mHealth will enable a broad range of health-related applications: sharing data with
your health provider, as in a traditional doctor relationship, but also sharing data
with an insurance company (e.g., to confirm compliance with a medication regimen),
with lifestyle coaches (e.g., diet advisers), with athletic coaches (e.g., sports teams
or health-club trainers), or with family (e.g., to support a relative’s recovery from
surgery). In such settings, privacy is a complex issue: the Patient needs subtle control
over the collection, recording, dissemination, and access to their mHealth data.
1.2. Background
In many cases, the data collected by mHealth devices will be incorporated into a med-
ical record. Information from a medical record is sought by and may be shared with
several players: physicians, caregivers, medical experts, family, hospitals, insurers,
clearing-houses, laboratories, pharmacies, government agencies, employers, managed
care organizations, academic research organizations and public health organizations.
There are at least two broad categories of medical records. An Electronic Health
Record (EHR) is created and managed by a healthcare provider (hospitals and other
clinical organizations), whereas a Personal Health Record (PHR) is created and man-
aged by the Patient herself. Since PHRs pose at least as many privacy challenges as
EHRs, we focus primarily on PHRs in this article.
Google Health [GH 2008] and Microsoft’s HealthVault [MHV 2008] are two well-
known PHR services. These systems allow people to easily access their PHI via a
web portal, allowing Patients to collate PHI from various sources, and perform other
operations such as deleting, editing, and sharing their PHI with multiple entities
including family, friends, and health care professionals. People can manage PHRs of
family members in one Google Health or Microsoft HealthVault account, enabling co-
management of PHRs by designated family members or friends. These PHR services
have relationships with other health service providers that offer services to the user.
Users are allowed to share information in their PHRs at any level of granularity they
choose, with external health service providers, caregivers, coaches, trainers and doctors.
Several custodial PHR models are evolving [CHCF 2008], which vary in who man-
ages and controls the health information. A healthcare provider manages PHRs for
hospitals in the provider-based PHR model; Patients can view their records, schedule
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appointments, and consult physicians via web portals. In this model, the hospital has
greater contrl over PHI than the Patient. In the health-plan or employer-based PHR
model, Patients may have greater control over PHI and can also obtain information
related to claims and lab results from multiple providers, however, clinicians continue
to exercise control over PHI in their possession. In the patient-centric PHR model,
Patients control all their PHI via web portals or portable media devices, including
operations to create, import, update, read and delete records. This model increasingly
allows compatible devices to upload PHI directly to Patient PHR via appropriate inter-
faces. Another common case is the vendor-supplied PHR, in which an mHealth-device
vendor provides an application-specific record of the data collected by that device,
accessible to the Patient on the vendor’s website. The mHealth-related privacy issues
in such a system are the same as those in the patient-centric PHRs mentioned previ-
ously. We expect Patients will be challenged, however, to manage their privacy across
multiple PHRs, and to understand the subtle complexities of their trust relationships
with vendors, wireless carriers, Internet service providers, and healthcare providers.
As the use of patient-centric PHR services via mobile sensing, aggregation and com-
munication devices increases, PHR service providers will be faced with new problems
related to ensuring user privacy. Several problems arise due to vulnerabilities asso-
ciated with mobile sensors and mobile nodes; we delve into these problems in the
following text. Fortunately, mobile-phone platforms are becoming more open, reducing
the control of cellular carriers (and the privacy risks inherent in trusting them with
health data); on the other hand, open mobile-phone platforms may be more vulnerable
to Internet-based threats.
1.2.1. Architecture and Terminology. Because this topic includes a lot of terminology and
many acronyms, we provide a quick-reference glossary in Appendix B.
We imagine an infrastructure in which each Patient carries a mobile node (MN),
which may be their mobile phone or other mobile Internet device (MID), and a personal
collection of sensor nodes (SNs) that can measure data about their activity (accelerom-
eters, pedometers, location) or physiology (electrocardiograms, pulse oximeters, blood-
glucose meters, weight scales). These sensors may be carried by the Patient [Mack et al.
2006], worn by the Patient [Paradiso et al. 2005], embedded in their living space [SH
2008], or implanted in their body [Halperin et al. 2008b]. The sensors communicatewith
the MN through a wireless body-area network. The MN is responsible for coordinating
the sensors, collecting the sensor data, (optionally) aggregating or pre-processing the
sensor data, and reporting the data to a health records system (HRS). The MN also
serves as the Patient’s primary interface to the HRS, with respect to managing the
data-collection process and subsequent sharing of the data.
The health records system (HRS) may be an Electronic Health Record (EHR) or
Personal Health Record (PHR) system. Most of the mobile-centric research challenges
will be the same for both EHR and PHR scenarios. We must also consider the likely
situation, over the next decade, in which a Patient must interact with multiple health-
records systems from multiple providers and built on different models.
The Consumers of these records (including doctors and other clinical personnel,
insurance companies and other billing-related personnel, researchers and regulators)
access the HRS through some Client computer. The security issues on this platform are
largely out of scope of this article, except in cases where we seek end-to-end technical
mechanisms to support the Patient’s privacy wishes.
Finally, these people and systems need a supportive ecosystem, a set of authorities
and agencies that provide the regulatory, logistical, and technical foundation for the
above relationships. We can identify at least five roles to be played by some combination
of public and private organizations.
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—Policymakers establish laws, regulations, and standards regarding the protection of
Patient privacy inmHealth technology; ultimately, federal and state agencies enforce
these laws and regulations.
—Certification bodies attest to whether particular products and services meet the
policies and standards.
—Manufacturers produce hardware and software products and services, such as the
MNs, SNs, and HRS.
—Distribution & Management services distribute the hardware and software to Pa-
tients and Consumers, and provide remote-management capabilities such as secure,
automatic software updates and remote deletion of data and keys on lost devices.
—Key-Management Infrastructure provides the key-distribution and certificate author-
ities to support the crypto-systems used for verification (e.g., to verify the signature
of a certification body regarding an SN calibration, or to verify the public key of a
management service).
We should take care not to expect that a top-down definition of, let alone deployment
of, such an infrastructure is possible. Any such system will necessarily be defined and
deployed by many organizations and agencies, over time [Rouse 2008].
In this article, we focus on the mobile aspects of the infrastructure, in which there
are many risks: the sensor data may be intercepted (impacting privacy), tampered with
(leading to incorrect data and care decisions), or blocked (leading to loss of information
to researchers or care providers). Furthermore, MNs or SNs may be lost or stolen,
resulting in possible exposure of any data or encryption keys they contain. Finally, since
we expect that Patients would like to use their existingmobile phone as theirMN, these
risks are compounded because health-sensing tasks must share the phone with email,
web browsing, and other activities that open the platform to risk of compromise. All of
these risks can lead to dangerous consequences for the Patient and provider [Kulkarni
and O¨ztu¨rk 2007; Stanford 2002].
Although any viable solution, and any real deployment, will doubtless be more
complex than implied by the above description, this architecture provides a structural
basis and terminology for our discussion of prior work and upcoming research
challenges, below.
1.3. Contributions
We make four broad contributions in this article.
(1) We describe a conceptual privacy framework for the mHealth context.
(2) We articulate the properties required of a privacy-sensitive mHealth solution.
(3) We survey prior work, identifying what ideas and technologies could be adopted.
(4) We identify the key research challenges that the community should address.
We beginwith a brief summary ofmHealth scenarios, which help to set the context. In
the next section, we survey the legal and ethical foundations of privacy as they apply to
healthcare information technology, examining several conceptual privacy frameworks.
In Section 3we describe our conceptual privacy framework formHealth, and itemize the
necessary privacy and security properties. These properties should be useful to anyone
designing such systems. We then take a moment to explore a case study in Section 4,
before returning in Section 5 to look at the technology relevant to privacy in healthcare
and in mobile systems. Section 6 discusses challenges for the research community,
representing gaps between the desired properties and the available technology. After
the summary in Section 7, we include two appendices: a detailed listing of healthcare
privacy frameworks in Appendix A, and a glossary in Appendix B.
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1.4. mHealth Scenarios
To better set the context for mHealth applications and their privacy challenges, we
describe a set of scenarios ranging from emergency situations to illness management.
Scenario 1—Emergency Health Situation. Anna suffers from cardiovascular disease, and
has infrequent episodes of abnormal heart rhythms (arrhythmias) that may be danger-
ous. Because arrhythmia can occur anytime, anywhere, Anna needs constant monitor-
ing to detect the condition when it occurs. To detect an arrhythmia, wearable sensors
monitor ECG patterns and heart rate and an alarm is raised if there is a significant
deviation from normal state. However, ECG pattern and heart rate may also change
due to physical activity. To distinguish between an arrhythmia and a normal increase
in heart rate induced by physical activity, Anna’s mobile phone includes a GPS and a
physical activity monitor, and interprets the ECG data in the context of those sensors’
data. During one of her morning jogs in the park, Anna’s mobile device begins to beep.
Anna looks at the screen, which indicates the onset of an arrhythmia. Even as Anna
begins to sit down, she starts feeling the effects of the attack. Because Anna did not
turn off the alarm within a specific period, the device sends an alert to Anna’s health-
monitoring service via the cellular network. The dispatcher sees the alarm on his
patient-tracking console, dispatches the nearest available mobile caregiver to Anna’s
location, and notifies her primary-care provider. In this scenario, Anna has two privacy
concerns. First, Anna wants the mobile device to share her location only with the mon-
itoring service and only in an emergency. Second, she would not like others nearby to
be aware of her heart condition. (Scenario adapted from Jones et al. [2007].)
Scenario 2—Post-Surgical Home Monitoring. Following minor surgery, Jane returns home
after recuperating in the hospital for one day. Because Jane’s healthcare management
organization offered to reduce her premiums if she opted for in-home monitoring in-
stead of in-hospital monitoring followingminor surgeries, Jane leases a suite of sensors,
including ECG, blood oxygenation, and blood pressure. Jane applies these sensors to
her body during her day’s stay in the hospital. With the help of the nurse, Jane ensures
that her smart mobile phone is capturing her vitals from these sensors periodically
and transmitting the data to her electronic medical record (EMR) at the hospital.
At Jane’s discharge meeting, the surgeon instructs Jane’s husband Jim in the proper
application of the sensors and loads an app on Jim’s smart-phone so that he can
view data collected by the sensors, and record observations (such as photographs of the
wound healing) and events (such asmedications given). With a few taps on Jim’s phone,
Jane grants her consent for Jim’s phone to link to her sensors and to her EMR, allowing
periodic upload of the home-collected data; later, the surgeon can view the EMR data
if Jane or Jim calls with any questions. This consent step supports Jane’s privacy by
giving her control over the collection and sharing of the sensor data. (Scenario adapted
from Sriram et al. [2009b].)
Scenario 3—Diabetes Management. Ravi is a diabetic who finds it difficult to manage
his condition effectively, resulting in significant variation of his diurnal blood-glucose
levels. Ravi’s doctor advises him to subscribe to a Diabetes Management Program
offered by his hospital. As a part of the program, Ravi wears a hospital-provided device
that continuously monitors his activity level and calories burned, and installs software
on his mobile phone. The software processes data it receives from the monitor along
with contextual information such as Ravi’s location, calendar schedule and time of the
day. It reminds him to take his medication, alerts him to long periods of inactivity,
encourages him to log diet information and tracks his daily goals of calorie intake and
expenditure. The mobile phone periodically synchronizes with Ravi’s PHR.
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Ravi decides to join a social network for diabetics, whose privacy settings allow him
to share information with the group, such as his daily activity, food intake progress
and goals. Ravi also has the choice to remain anonymous in the group, in which case he
would only know his ranking (based on compliance with activity, diet and medications)
relative to others in group. Separately from the social network, Ravi chooses to allow
complete access to his personal health information, including contextual data such as
his current location, to his family members.
Once a week, Ravi records his weight, blood glucose and blood pressure, using de-
vices that send the measurements wirelessly to his mobile phone. At least once per day,
Ravi enters his dietary information manually into his mobile phone. Due to his par-
ticipation in the management program, Ravi’s insurance company offers to reduce his
premium if he shows significant improvement in controlling his diabetes. To demon-
strate improvement, Ravi must provide the insurance company access to his health
data. Ravi instructs his PHR to provide aggregate information of his activity, diet and
physiological parameters to the insurance company. Ravi allows his doctor greater ac-
cess to his PHR, however; using the PHR data, Ravi’s doctor evaluates the impact of
the diabetes-management program on Ravi’s health, setting goals that he can achieve
and improve his quality of life. (Scenario adapted from Kotz et al. [2009].)
We return to this scenario in Section 4 to explore the privacy issues in more detail.
2. SURVEY OF LEGAL AND PRIVACY FRAMEWORKS FOR HEALTHCARE IT
In this section, we first survey literature that describes existing legal frameworks, in-
cluding laws and policy issues, related to healthcare information management and
exchange. Next, we survey frameworks designed to identify privacy principles for
healthcare information management systems.
2.1. Privacy Laws and Regulations (US)
Law and industry-wide policy should be the foundation for Patients’ trust in the pri-
vacy and confidentiality provided by healthcare information systems. Unfortunately,
most countries have only begun to think deeply about the policy issues and to pass
thoughtful, meaningful laws. The US passed the Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act (HIPAA) in 1996 [HIPAA 2010], intended to ensure portability and
accountability across healthcare providers and insurers, and to identify important pri-
vacy rights and security policies. Unfortunately, gaps and weaknesses in the law left
many critical consumer issues unresolved [Goldman 1998]. The AmericanRecovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA), passed in February 2009, extends HIPAA and fills many of
those gaps [Steinbrook 2009; ACLU 2009; AMA 2009; HL 2009]. Furthermore, it pro-
vides the initiative for broad deployment of Electronic Health Records (EHR) by 2014.
The US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has funded prototypes
of health information exchanges and chartered a federal advisory body (the American
Health Information Community—AHIC) to make recommendations for accelerating
the adoption of nationwide EHRs. Public/private collaborations in many states are
developing linked health networks to share information among patients, providers and
payers. (Providers are those entities that providemedical care; payers are those entities
that pay for the care.)
Although several organizations have recommended policies and best practices for
privacy and confidentiality in healthcare, and continue to do so, these efforts remain
fragmented. Patients desire privacy, but the laws and policies that provide them control
over their health information vary across providers and regions, and real mechanisms
for control are lacking. Organizations and patients both consider confidentiality a key
component in the doctor-patient relationship, yet there are disagreements about how
one should implement broader privacy rights for patients when sharing information.
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We expect that patients will be reluctant to accurately and honestly disclose personal
information or seek medical care unless they can trust that their personal, sensitive
information will be handled with the required level of confidentiality. Furthermore,
we expect they will be reluctant to use mHealth devices if they feel that the laws and
policies governing those organizations that deploy the devices, or collect the data, will
not respect their privacy.
The best-known set of rules regarding privacy in healthcare arose from the HIPAA
Privacy and Security Rules [HIPAA 2010]. HIPAA seeks to ensure (among other things)
that personal health information in the possession of healthcare providers and payers
is protected from uses and disclosures that would compromise interests of patients.
The HIPAA Privacy Rule provides the baseline of privacy protection for health in-
formation in the US, while allowing more protective state laws to continue in force.
The Privacy Rule establishes a federal mandate for individual rights in health infor-
mation, imposes restrictions on uses and disclosures of individually identifiable health
information, and provides civil and criminal penalties for violations. The Privacy Rule
of HIPAA addresses the use and disclosure of a patient’s “protected health informa-
tion” (PrHI) by healthcare plans, medical providers, and clearinghouses, also called
“covered entities.” The covered entities, which usually have direct interaction with the
patient, are the primary agents capturing a patient’s health information for a variety
of purposes including treatment, payment, managing healthcare operations, or med-
ical research. The Privacy rule of HIPAA includes standards for protection of health
information in electronic form and requires covered entities to ensure implementation
of administrative safeguards in the form of policies, personnel, physical and techni-
cal safeguards to protect, monitor and control intra- and inter-organizational access.
As a concrete example from a major hospital, see how the Mary Hitchcock Memorial
Hospital and Dartmouth-Hitchcock Clinics [2009] applies these regulations.
Individuals have certain key rights under HIPAA. These include the right to access,
inspect and request a copy of their PrHI that covered entities hold, the right to request
corrections to PrHI, the right to receive notice of how covered entities use their PrHI,
the right to choose whether to permit use or disclosure of their PrHI, and the right to
request an audit trail of PrHI disclosures.
HIPAA covers only those entities that provide healthcare (e.g., hospitals, clinics and
doctors) or handle payment (e.g., insurers), but not other entities such as business
associates that perform a variety of services (e.g., claims management or accounting)
for hospitals and doctors, or PHR service providers such as Google Health or Microsoft
HealthVault. Covered entities that hold PrHImay use it without an individual’s consent
for the purposes of providing treatment to the individual. However, the patient’s signed
authorization is required for using his PHI for other activities such as marketing,
research, or fundraising. The Privacy Rule requires healthcare providers and insurers
to obtain additional documentation from researchers before disclosing personal health
information for research and to scrutinize researchers’ requests for access to health
information. Authorization should require either a written consent or Institutional
Review Board (IRB) approval for waiver of authorization.
The HIPAA privacy rules are complex regulations expressed in legal English; it re-
mains a challenge to interpret these rules and to implement them in clinical workflow
and information systems. Several researchers have developed formal methods for ex-
tracting precise rules from the regulatory language, in ways that can guide software
engineers implementing such systems [Barth et al. 2006; Breaux and Anto´n 2008, e.g.].
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) encourages the
adoption of electronic medical records (EMR) by doctors and hospitals and imposes
additional privacy safeguards [AMA 2009; HL 2009; ACLU 2009; CDT 2009]. Under
ARRA, patients have the right to obtain an electronic copy of their EMRs and to
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have it transmitted securely to a healthcare provider of their choice. ARRA expands
the set of business associates that are “covered entities”; it remains unclear whether
PHR providers are also covered entities. ARRA prohibits the unauthorized sale of
medical records; it also requires covered entities to maintain an audit trail of accesses
to patient data and notify patients of security breaches if their data is affected. ARRA
allows patients paying out-of-pocket to restrict disclosure of their health information
and imposes stricter penalties for violations of its regulations.
As mHealth comes into common use outside the clinical context, however, the legal
protections of HIPAA and HITECH may not apply. It remains unclear, for example,
whether mHealth records stored on a mobile phone, or in a PHR, may be subject
to inspection by law-enforcement agents who obtain a search warrant. Suppose your
PHR contains twenty years of location data, associated with your heart rate, skin
conductance, and conversational state. This information would be interesting to a
forensics lab investigating a crime: were you at the site of the crime? were there others
present? was your heart racing? Similarly, this information would be of great interest
to corporate marketing departments. What laws cover this kind of information, and
protect individual privacy?
2.2. Privacy Laws and Regulations (Elsewhere)
There is no European law or directive specifically for privacy of health information.
Most European countries have broad data-protection and privacy laws. These laws
cover the gamut of personally identifiable data, which includes health-related infor-
mation as a subset. The laws deal with privacy aspects such as legitimacy of need-to-
know, notification, consent, individual’s rights with respect to access, examination and
amendment of data, and requirements for security safeguards; they also provide reme-
dies and sanctions against violations. The laws are administered through independent
national “data protection commissions” or “registrars” [Lowrance 2009]. In the UK, for
example, the National Health Service (NHS) is building out a national-scale system
of electronic health records [NHS 2009a], basing its privacy practices on the EU Data
Protection Directive, described below.
TheOrganization for EconomicCooperation andDevelopment (OECD) created a com-
prehensive data protection system across Europe [OECD 1980] based on the following
privacy principles: data purpose specification, openness, individual participation, col-
lection limitation, data quality, use limitation, data security safeguards, and account-
ability. Later, the EU Data Protection Directive (also known as Directive 95/46/EC)
[EU 2009], which went into effect in 1998, became an important component of EU
privacy law. The directive regulates processing of personal data and free movement of
such data regardless of whether it is automated. Processing covers any set of opera-
tions on personal data such as collection, storage, modification, deletion, retrieval, or
transmission. Broadly, it states that personal data can be processed only when certain
conditions are met. These conditions fall in three categories: (a) when the individual
has given informed consent or when processing is in the public interest (e.g., for law
enforcement), (b) when the purpose is legitimate (as defined by the law), (c) when the
data processed is relevant and not excessive to the purpose for which it was collected
and is usually processed. It further states that personal data can be transferred to
countries outside the EU only if that country offers adequate level of protection.
To bridge the differences in the US and EU privacy approaches and to provide a
streamlined means for US organizations to comply with the EU Directive, the US-EU
Safe Harbor Framework [Safe 2010] was developed. To opt-in to the program, US
companies must adhere to the seven Safe Harbor principles related to notice, choice,
onward transfer, security, data integrity, data access and enforcement. Organizations
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can self-certify their compliance to these principles under the oversight of Federal
Trade Commission.
In New Zealand, the 1993 Privacy Act [NZPA 1993] is one of the most comprehensive
privacy acts outside Europe; it applies to handling of all personal information col-
lected by businesses and governmental agencies. The legislation encompasses twelve
principles based on OECD privacy guidelines and the National Information Principles
contained in the Australian Privacy Act. Some important principles in the Act that
are not part of OECD include: data collectors should specify the manner of collec-
tion, agencies should not keep information longer than necessary, and information
should be checked for correctness before use. The 1994 Health Information Privacy
Code [NZHIPC 2008] describes a code of practice for handling health information
covered by the New Zealand privacy act.
In the Asia Pacific region, countries such as Japan, Hong Kong, Australia, South
Korea, and Taiwan have adopted privacy legislation, whereas, Thailand, China,
Malaysia, Philippines are still in the process of drafting privacy laws. Singapore
[Kuie 2003], Vietnam and Indonesia have privacy laws covering only certain sectors.
In Singapore, health information is protected by the common law, code of practice
and Computer Misuse Act. India also does not have comprehensive privacy laws
in place. Indeed, in India there is no law guaranteeing general right to privacy,
though some elements of it occur in the common law, criminal law and Article 21
of the constitution upholding personal liberty [Brahmbhatt 2010]. The Information
Technology Act of 2000 (and an amendment in 2008) loosely address certain aspects
of data privacy, but without a precise definition of the “sensitive personal data
or information” it intends to cover [Vadehra 2011; DIT 2011]. The Government of
India released a new set of rules in April 2011, defining “sensitive personal data
or information” (including medical records) and detailing rules about their collec-
tion, storage, and transfer; the rules are largely consistent with OECD guidelines
[India 2011].
2.3. Law and mHealth
To our knowledge, none of the laws or regulations described above specifically ad-
dress mobile health issues. In the US, most of the laws and regulations that apply to
healthcare are focused on the clinical setting, and since many mHealth applications
we imagine occur outside the clinical setting, it may be that such mHealth data are
not protected by current regulations. In the EU, most of the laws and regulations apply
to personally identifiable data, regardless of the application or setting, and thus they
may apply to mHealth data and to all the various uses of mHealth technology. A legal
analysis is outside the scope of this article.
Furthermore, because mHealth devices are mobile, a traveler may encounter a vari-
ety of legal frameworks. It may be necessary to develop international legal standards
to protect travelers who choose to (or need to) wear mHealth devices in countries with
lower standards of privacy than their home country.
One of our concerns, as mHealth proliferates, is that the data is often collected
and stored by the device vendor or, in some cases, by the network operator (e.g., in
closed-model cellphones where the operator controls the placement of applications on
the phone). It seems likely that, at least in the US, mobile operators may have access
to health data but not be covered by current laws that regulate PHI. Although these
problems may also arise with other kinds of data, such as financial data, it is greatly
concerning that the Patient may have little knowledge or control over the flow of
mHealth sensor data and its secondary uses by device vendors, platform providers,
and network operators.
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2.4. Conceptual Privacy Frameworks for Healthcare
Although national laws lay the foundation for health-data privacy, in some countries, as
technologists we seek to ground our systems in fundamental principles that protect the
privacy of the Patients using mHealth systems. We begin by developing a conceptual
privacy framework that lays out a coherent set of principles; fortunately, we can draw
on recent frameworks developed by healthcare groups. We define a conceptual privacy
framework to be a coherent set of actionable principles to protect Patients’ health
information privacy. When developing and deploying a healthcare information system,
the system design should include security and privacy properties that align with the
principles in the conceptual privacy framework.
In the next section, we propose such a framework, and a corresponding set of privacy
properties, for use in the following sections to survey the technology literature and
to identify important research questions. As groundwork, we begin by distilling the
essential privacy principles from frameworks produced by four key entities in the
US—the Office of the National Coordinator, the Health Privacy Project, the Markle
Foundation, and the Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology.
ONC. In 2008, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information
Technology (in the US Department of Health and Human Services) announced its
Nationwide Privacy and Security Framework for Electronic Exchange of Individually
Identifiable Health Information [ONC 2008]. This document, which we call the
“ONC Framework”, provides the newest and most authoritative privacy framework
for healthcare released in the US.
BP. In 2007 the Health Privacy Project listed 10 “best practices” for employers who
are developing personal health records (PHR) [HPP 2007]; we refer to these best
practices with the abbreviation BP. (The Health Privacy Project has recently been
adopted by the Center for Democracy & Technology, CDT.)
CF. The Markle Foundation’s project “Connecting for Health”, which brings together
a wide range of stakeholders, developed a “Common Framework” as a model for
healthcare information exchange [MF 2008]. The Connecting for Health Common
Framework (CF) describes both policy and technical principles for healthcare
information exchange, and provides concrete prototypes of each: everything from
patient consent forms to data-interchange formats and information architecture.
The Center for Democracy & Technology later endorsed the policy aspects of the
Common Framework in their own policy document [CDT 2008].
CCHIT. The Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology
(CCHIT) is a nonprofit organization that certifies healthcare information systems,
and they recently released their certification criteria for PHRs. Although it appears
that they have a process in place to determine these criteria, and that the process
may enable and encourage updates to the criteria, we refer the list of criteria as
published in a booklet copyrighted in 2008 [CCHIT 2008].
In this article, we refer to each principle using labels that reflect the order in which
it appears in the source document. For example, the INDIVIDUAL ACCESS principle
appears as the first item in the ONC framework and the fifth item in the Markle
Foundation’s Common Framework (CF); therefore, we refer to this principle via labels
ONC1 and CF5, respectively. Appendix A (or, equivalently, a workshop paper [Kotz
et al. 2009]) provides a labeled list of the principles in each of those four frameworks,
and some commentary on other frameworks.
For brevity, we summarize the principles in the existing frameworks, making refer-
ence to the original principles.
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Openness and Transparency. Healthcare information policies, procedures and tech-
nologies should be open and transparent to Patientswho use the healthcare information
system. ONC3 narrows the scope of the policies, procedures and technologies to those
that directly affect Patients and/or their individually identifiable health information.
BP1 requires employers that offer PHRs to their employees to be transparent about
their reasons for such offers, and about all policies that apply to the PHR and any
updates to those policies. CF1 requires complete openness about information collected:
what was collected, why (purpose of its use), who (can access and use it), where (it re-
sides) and how (each individual may obtain access to it and control who has access to it).
Individual Participation, Access, Consent, and Control. This principle captures the
idea that every individual must be able to control the privacy of his or her health-
care information. ONC1 focuses on individual access and suggests that individuals
be provided with simple, timely and readable access to their individually identifiable
health information. ONC4 focuses on individual choice and suggests that individuals
be provided reasonable capability and opportunity to make informed decisions about
the collection, use, and disclosure of their individually identifiable health information.
BP4 requires employees to control who is allowed to access their PHRs and prohibits
employers from accessing a PHR to obtain employees’ individually identifiable informa-
tion; furthermore, employees should be able to choose whether or not to grant access to
personal health information in their PHRs for any “secondary uses”; and, the employee
should be able to view an audit trail that shows who has accessed his PHR data. CF4
suggests that individuals should be provided the ability to control access to their per-
sonal information, be provided with the knowledge of who is storing what information
on them and how that information is being used and be provided the ability to review
the way their information is being used or stored. CCHIT1 focuses on individual con-
sent, requiring certified PHRs to include safeguards that either require an individual
to provide explicit consent before her account is opened, or allow the individual to opt
out of the service; it also requires the safeguards to allow an individual to decide if her
data can be collected, displayed, accessed, stored, released or disclosed. CCHIT2 re-
quires the PHR to enable an individual the ability to decide what information is private
and to restrict access to it; furthermore, the PHR provider must obtain an individual’s
permission to gather or disseminate any information about her. CCHIT2 also suggests
that individuals must decide who else can view information in their PHRs, and limit
the types of information that can be viewed.
Purpose Specification and Data Limitations. This principle captures a foundational
requirement in a healthcare information system that meets individuals’ privacy re-
quirements. According to this principle, each provider that needs to collect, store and
use an individual’s healthcare information must specify the purpose for which the
information will be collected, stored and used; subsequently, that entity must limit
collection, storage and use to only the specified purpose. If the purpose changes in the
future, the entity must inform the individual of such a change and subsequent use.
ONC5, CF2, CF3, CF4, and CCHIT3 describe this principle.
Data Quality and Integrity. This principle identifies the need to ensure that individ-
uals’ information—both individually identifiable information and health information—
within the health information system is complete, accurate, relevant to purpose and up-
to-date. The information must be recorded accurately at the time of collection and must
continue to remain accurate even after any modifications to the system. Any changes to
the recorded information must be appropriately annotated to reflect those changes ac-
curately. The health information systemmust ensure that individuals’ information can-
not be altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner. ONC6, BP8, and CF6 describe
this principle in the respective documents. CCHIT does not explicitly list this principle.
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Security Safeguards and Controls. This principle focuses on the security of the in-
frastructure upon which the health information system is built. It requires that the
infrastructure provide appropriate mechanisms, including physical, technical and ad-
ministrative mechanisms, to keep individuals’ health and identity-related information
confidential and prevent unauthorized access, use or disclosure of that information.
This principle further requires the health information system to ensure availability of
data to its users. ONC7 and CF7 describe this principle in general. BP7 explicitly re-
quires employer-provided PHR systems to have robust authentication mechanisms for
access to PHRs and also requires PHR systems to maintain an audit trail that captures
activity associated with each PHR. CCHIT7 only focuses on data availability, requiring
the PHR system to ensure that individuals’ PHRs are available to them when needed.
Accountability, Oversight and Remedies. This principle captures the requirement
that all entities in the health information system, including providers, payers, and em-
ployers, must be held accountable to ensure that they adhere to the above principles
in letter and spirit. Monitoring mechanisms must be in place to capture adherence (or
the lack thereof) to these principles. When inappropriate use, access or disclosure of
information occurs, the entity or entities responsible for those actions must inform and
appropriately compensate affected individuals and take appropriate remedial mea-
sures to prevent future occurrence of such incidents. ONC8 and CF8 describe this
principle. BP9 explicitly lists the steps that employers should take if inappropriate
access or use of information contained in an employee’s PHR occurs. CCHIT does not
describe this principle.
We build on these essential principles in the following section, in which we define
a conceptual privacy framework for mHealth, and list specific privacy properties for
mHealth systems.
3. AN MHEALTH PRIVACY FRAMEWORK
So, after reviewing all those conceptual privacy frameworks, which one do we rec-
ommend as the basis for research and development in mHealth systems? Both the
ONC Framework and the Common Framework (CF) are appealing, because both are
recent (2008), both are fairly complete, and both were developed by diverse groups of
experts and stakeholders. We chose to ground our recommendations on the Common
Framework for four main reasons.
First, the CF more clearly states the fundamental privacy principles for healthcare
information systems. The ONC Framework leaves many important issues to the de-
tails, rather than expressing them in the main bullets. Indeed, the ONC Framework
leaves certain issues implicit. When privacy is at stake, it is important to be explicit.
Second, the ONC Framework is less concrete, leaving flexibility on several principles.
We believe it is important to state the core principles, clearly and simply, and to aim
implementations at them. Third, the CF has a more Patient-centric viewpoint. Finally,
concretematerials accompany the CF principles: everything from patient consent forms
to data-interchange formats and information architecture.
We thus build our mHealth Privacy Framework by adopting all of the Common
Framework and adding complementary pieces of the other frameworks; we add one
mHealth-specific principle. In the list that follows, we quote from or refer to other
frameworks; the bracketed codes (e.g., ONC3) refer to the labels in Appendix A.
MH1. Openness and Transparency. “Consumers should be able to know what informa-
tion has been collected about them, the purpose of its use, who can access and use it,
and where it resides. They should also be informed about how they may obtain access
to information collected about them and how they may control who has access to it”
[CF1]. The system should be open about the policies and technologies in use [ONC3].
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MH2. Purpose Specification. “The purposes for which personal data are collected
should be specified at the time of collection, and the subsequent use should be
limited to those purposes, or others that are specified on each occasion of change of
purpose” [CF2].
MH3. Collection Limitation and Data Minimization. “Personal health information
should only be collected for specified purposes and should be obtained by lawful and
fair means. The collection and storage of personal health data should be limited
to that information necessary to carry out the specified purpose. Where possible,
consumers should have the knowledge of or provide consent for collection of their
personal health information” [CF3].
MH4. Use Limitation (Transitive). “Personal data should not be disclosed, made
available, or otherwise used for purposes other than those specified” [CF4]. “The
information policies and practices . . . should follow the data through chain of trust
agreements that require business partners to adhere to the . . . applicable policies
and practices” [BP6].
MH5. Individual Participation and Control. “Consumers should be able to control ac-
cess to their personal information. They should knowwho is storingwhat information
on them, and how that information is being used. They should also be able to review
the way their information is being used or stored” [CF5]. Patients should be able to
make informed choices about what data is collected, how it is used, and to whom it
is disclosed [ONC4]. Patients “can designate proxies to act on their behalf” [BP5].
MH6. Data Quality and Integrity. “All personal data collected should be relevant to
the purposes for which they are to be used and should be accurate, complete, and up-
to-date” [CF6]. Patients should be able to correct mistakes in their records [ONC2].
MH7. Security Safeguards and Controls. “Reasonable safeguards should protect
personal data against such risks as loss or unauthorized access, use, destruction,
modification, or disclosure” [CF7].
MH8. Accountability and Remedies. “Entities in control of personal health information
must be held accountable for implementing these principles” [CF8]. “Remedies must
exist to address security breaches or privacy violations” [CF9].
MH9. Patient Access to Data. Patients should have an easy method to obtain their
PHI in a readable electronic format [ONC1]. Patients “should be able to annotate
the records submitted by others, as well as to enter their own information, with
[Patient]-entered data marked as such” [BP3].
MH10. Anonymity of Presence. The presence of medical sensing devices, or the nature
of sensor-data collection, should not be observable by nearby parties (this privacy
threat is unique to mHealth).
These principles provide broad guidelines for an mHealth system. Most of them
derive from principles developed for a clinical healthcare setting, where the context
is a Patient’s medical record; when applying them to mHealth one must remember
that mHealth systems may collect more data, including personal activities outside the
clinical setting, overmonths or years, and thus require amore thoughtful interpretation
of issues like purpose specification (MH2), collection limitation (MH3), or use limitation
(MH4).
We next derive a specific list of properties needed in an mHealth system that follows
the above principles; these properties are more directly useful to, say, anyone designing
or evaluating an mHealth system.
3.1. mHealth System Properties
This mHealth privacy framework provides us a foundation to identify a set of privacy
properties that a high-quality mHealth systemmust implement. Again, the codes refer
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to these labels (e.g., MH1) or Appendix A (e.g., ONC3). Finally, for completeness we list
the functional properties, including integrity, availability, and auditability properties.
3.1.1. Security and Privacy Properties. A privacy-aware mHealth system should provide the
following.
P1. Inform Patients (MH1, MH2, CF1, CF2, ONC1, ONC4)
a. What PHI is collected and stored
b. Why PHI is collected and stored
c. Where PHI is stored and at which organization
d. Who has access to their PHI, and under what circumstances
e. When PHI collection purpose (why) changes or access (who) changes
f. How their PHI is used
g. About risks of data collection or disclosure
h. About security breaches or PHI misuse
P2. Enable Patients to review storage and use of their PHI (MH1, MH5, CF5)
a. Review historical records of all information in property P1.
P3. Enable Patients to control, through informed consent (MH1, MH3, MH5, CF1,
CF3, CF5, ONC4, BP5),
a. What PHI will be collected and stored, and in what contexts,
b. When PHI will be collected and stored (allowing Patients to stop and restart
data collection),
c. Who will have access to their PHI (including Patient proxies), and in what
context, and
d. How their PHI may be used, and in what circumstances
P4. Provide access to PHI
a. Enable Patients to access their PHI (MH9, CF1, ONC1, BP3).
b. Honor Patients’ requests to add, annotate, correct and delete their PHI (MH6,
MH9, CF6, ONC2, BP3), wherever possible.
P5. Provide easy-to-use interfaces for all of the above. For example, an interface for
ensuring informed consent might highlight keywords in the provider’s privacy
policy and display their definitions using mechanisms such as a tooltip.
P6. Limit collection and storage of PHI (MH2, MH3, CF2, CF3)
a. As needed for specified purpose
b. Per limitations of Patient consent
c. Using lawful and fair means
P7. Limit use and disclosure of PHI to those purposes previously specified and con-
sented (MH2, MH3, MH4, CF2, CF3, CF4)
a. Policies should follow PHI as it flows to other entities (MH4, BP6)
P8. Ensure quality of PHI (MH6, CF6)
a. Ensure data freshness and accuracy during collection
b. Ensure data integrity and completeness during transmission, processing, and
storage
c. Ensure authenticity of Patient providing input or wearing sensor
d. Ensure authenticity and quality of sensors
P9. Hide Patient identity, sensor presence and data-collection activity from unautho-
rized observers (MH10)
P10. Support accountability through robust mechanisms (MH8, CF8)
a. Include audit logs for all access, addition, deletion, and modification of PHI (the
MN, too, should log its actions with respect to collection, upload, and access to
PHI, and pairing with SNs and other devices)
P11. Support mechanisms to remedy effects of security breaches or privacy violations
(MH8, CF9)
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3.1.2. Functional Properties. A high-quality mHealth system should also have these
properties.
P12. Flexible, supporting multiple types of data
a. Streaming data, that is, high-frequency, periodic data
b. Event data, that is, low-frequency aperiodic data
c. Patient-entered data, using one or more modes of input
P13. Scalable, to large numbers of participants (Patients and Consumers) and devices
(MNs, SNs)
P14. Efficient, particularly resources on SN & MN (memory, bandwidth, energy)
P15. Usable by
a. Patient: physical usability of sensors, that is, preserve wearableness
b. Patient and Provider: easy interfaces for data collection and access
c. Physically challenged Patient: accessible interfaces for informed consent, and
control over PHI
P16. Manageable
a. Ensure remote configurability and calibration of system components
b. Ensure ability to remotely manage lifecycle of software and credentials in sys-
tem despite having no control over OS and firmware updates of systemmachin-
ery
c. Enable easy provisioning and de-provisioning of health applications, tools and
data
P17. Available, preventing loss of (or loss of access to) PHI data
a. At MN, data latency and risk of loss must balance against resource limitations
P18. Interoperable, across devices and time:
a. multiple classes and brands of SN must interoperate with
b. multiple classes and brands of MN, and must upload to
c. multiple HRS from multiple vendors;
d. must support legacy devices, and work with data from decades past.
We recognize that there are subtle and, in many instances, challenging aspects to
supporting these properties in an mHealth system, and that many of these properties
are not unique to mHealth. Some of these properties will require support on the SN and
MN; othersmay be achieved only in the back-end servers or the data consumer’s system.
Careful study is needed, in the context of a system design, to identify which properties
will need support on the mobile platform. For example, the interface designed to ensure
property P1 (i.e., Inform the Patient) on a mobile node must be highly user-friendly
because of the limited viewing area on its screen; a multimodal interface may best
convey information to the Patient. As another example, because mobile nodes are
highly vulnerable to physical loss or theft, they must be remotely manageable; that is,
an administrative entity must be able to disable or lock the mobile node remotely and
prevent Patient data from being stolen.
We next present a case study that provides specific examples to motivate the above
properties.
4. CASE STUDY
Here we recall the “Diabetes Management” scenario (Section 1.4) to illustrate how
some of the aforesaid properties can be realized in a “privacy aware” mHealth system.
Ravi is a diabetic who finds it difficult to manage his condition effectively, resulting in
significant variation of his diurnal blood-glucose levels, and frequently elevated blood
pressure and cholesterol levels. Ravi’s doctor advises him to subscribe to a Diabetes
Management Program offered by his hospital. As part of the program, Ravi wears
a hospital-provided device that continuously monitors his activity level and calories
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of example policy.
burned. The device is designed as a wrist watch to improve usability and to prevent
anyone in Ravi’s vicinity from detecting that he is wearing it (P9–hide sensor presence).
Upon first use, the device records features of Ravi’s pulse waveform (plethysmograph).
Whenever Ravi takes the device off his wrist and wears it again, the device uses the
plethysmograph as a biometric to authenticate him. As long as Ravi wears the device,
it monitors his activity and wirelessly sends encrypted data to his smart phone.
Also as part of the program, Ravi’s smart phone is provisioned with certified software
and a set of cryptographic keys. Upon installation and setup, the software on the smart
phone uses one or more of the keys to authenticate communications with the wrist
device. The software further verifies certificates claiming that the device is properly
calibrated and untampered, thereby ensuring data quality and integrity (P8–ensure
quality of PHI). The software processes data it receives from the device and acquires
other contextual information such as Ravi’s location (using GPS or Wi-Fi localization),
ambient audio (using amicrophone), calendar schedule and time of the day. This data is
used to infer social context (such as whether Ravi is at home or at the office, in conver-
sation or alone). The software reminds Ravi to take his medication, alerts him to long
periods of inactivity, encourages him to log diet information and tracks his daily goals of
calorie intake and expenditure. The phone synchronizes data with Ravi’s PHR server.
Before starting data collection, the smart phone application presents Ravi with a
privacy policy; one screen of a sample policy is shown in Figure 1. Ravi observes that
the privacy policy is easy to understand, clear and concise (P5–easy to use interfaces),
unlike verbose privacy policies on some health websites. The privacy policy clearly
conveys (P1–inform patients) information about the collection, use, and storage of
Ravi’s Personally Identifiable Information (PII, a super-set of PHI).
After disclosing information about what PII will be collected and why, who has access
to the PII and how it will be used, the software seeks Ravi’s consent to begin using
the system (P3–informed consent). Specifically, the software presents Ravi options in
the form of check boxes that allow him to control data collection and dissemination. It
allows Ravi to control data collection by enabling him to specify times of the day during
which data can be collected by turning off location sensing, audio sensing, and medical
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sensing (P3–enable patient to control data collection and dissemination). It also allows
Ravi to control data dissemination by specifying who (people, roles, or organizations)
has access to his PHI and at what level of detail. Ravi allows detailed access to his PHI
(including context) to his doctor and spouse, allows the insurance company access to
his aggregate health trends, and allows researchers access to anonymized aggregate
data only. Entities that access Ravi’s data are presented a policy (derived from Ravi’s
preferences) describing the reasonable and permitted usages of Ravi’s PHI (P7–Policy
should follow data). Ravi also names his spouse as a “proxy,” allowing her to act on his
behalf and with all privileges equivalent to his. These preferences are configured by
Ravi in the hospital under the supervision of an expert who can answer Ravi’s questions
about the privacy issues and policy interface, but Ravi can revisit this interface and
change his preferences at any time. The PHI software also allows Ravi tomonitor where
his PHI data resides (with which entities, at what locations) and for what purpose (P3–
review storage and use of PHI).
An embedded accelerometer in the wrist device monitors Ravi’s activity in terms of
number of walking steps, and an optical sensor monitors his pulse rate (which is used to
estimate exercise intensity). The system is able to accommodate real-time streaming
data, periodic and aperiodic sampling of location information, calendar events, and
audio; it also allows Ravi to manually enter diet information (P12–flexible). A fusion
algorithm on the smart phone estimates Ravi’s context, which serves both to augment
the medical data in the PHR andmore immediately to provide customized and relevant
reminders, tips, and motivational messages that encourage him to increase physical
activity and control his diet. For example, when the smart phone determines that Ravi
is running late for a meeting, it avoids prompting him to take the stairs instead of the
elevator. Or, when the system determines that Ravi is in conversation, it avoids using
spoken motivational messages. Despite having access to multiple health and context
sensors, the system limits raw data collection only to health sensors. In contrast, only
the high level context inferred from the context sensors (such as microphone) is stored
(P6–Limit data collection and storage).
Using authentication keys retrieved from a secure internal storage area, the smart
phone periodically connects with the backend server to upload his activity, diet and
context information, and to obtain messages for Ravi that arise from either automated
or human analysis of his data. Ravi also receives a username and password for a se-
cure web interface accessible from any computer (P4–enable patients to access, add
and annotate their PHI). The web interface presents detailed charts and trends of his
health parameters, activity, diet information and established context, which help him
to review, introspect and improve his lifestyle. Per Ravi’s privacy choices, the same
information is available to his spouse and doctor for review. However, the insurance
company may only access high-level information about his fitness level. This arrange-
ment is sufficient for the insurance company as Ravi’s insurance premium depends on
his fitness level.
Whenever Ravi is wearing the wrist device, he can seamlessly use his smart phone
to view the backend-stored PII. When the wrist device is not present, or cannot
biometrically verify Ravi as its wearer, the smart phone will only provide access to PII
after entry of the password. This approach provides ease of use in the common case
but prevents misuse in the case of device loss or device theft.
The backend servermaintains audit logs (P10–support accountability) of all accesses,
additions, and updates to Ravi’s PII. With his password, Ravi can review at any time
who has accessed which parts of his PII and when. The system also has mechanisms
to send an alert SMS to Ravi’s smart phone in case there is an unauthorized access
to Ravi’s PII or if there is a security breach. In case of unauthorized access or security
breach, Ravi can disable all the previously granted access permissions and freeze
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his PHI account by calling the hospital’s call center (P11–remedy effects of security
breach).
Periodically, Ravi’s smart phone receives mHealth software updates, because the
software comes with a maintenance contract. Security-related patches are automati-
cally installed, and new features are optionally installed. This remote manageability
(P16–manageable) protects Ravi’s PII and maintains Ravi’s interest with the addition
of novel features.
After one month, Ravi’s smart phone is stolen while he is at the gym. With one
call to his cellular carrier, his old phone is remotely disabled (destroying all the keys
and PII stored on the phone) and a new phone is sent by courier. Fortunately, Ravi’s
service contract (with the mHealth software provider) also supports him in the case of
a lost device, so the new phone arrives preconfigured with the necessary software and
encryption keys, and automatically recognizes the sensors Ravi had paired with his
earlier phone.
5. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN HEALTHCARE
In this section, we begin with a look at privacy issues in healthcare information tech-
nology and in mobile-sensing technology, with an emphasis on the threats to privacy
in the mHealth context. We end with a discussion of human-interface challenges and
the sociological aspects of privacy management.
5.1. Privacy Technology for Healthcare
Recalling theNCVHS definition of privacy (in a healthcare setting) as the user’s right to
“control the acquisition, uses, or disclosures of his or her identifiable health data” [Cohn
2006], a threat to user privacy is the possibility that his right to control his PHI is
weakened or eliminated due to erroneous or malicious actions. When these threats are
realized, the consequences can be severe: exposure of identifiable Patient health data
leading to loss of money or reputation, time spent recovering from medical identity
theft, harm to health, or even death.
Table I summarizes these threats, organized by the type of threat: misuse of Patient
identities, unauthorized access or modification of PHI, or disclosure of PHI. For each
category, we consider three types of adversary: the Patient himself or herself, insiders
(authorized PHR users, staff of the PHR organization, or staff of other mHealth support
systems), and outsiders (third parties who act without authorization).
In the following sections, we survey existing technological approaches to mitigate
these and related threats.2 We draw on the literature in healthcare information tech-
nology, mobile computing, pervasive computing, wireless networks, sensor networks,
cryptography, and computer security.
5.1.1. Identity Threats. In the first section of Table I we explore threats related to Pa-
tient identity. There are three concerns here. First, the Patient may lose (or share)
their identity credentials, enabling others to have access to their PHI in the PHR (or
perhaps PHI in their MN). The result may be a reduction of Patient privacy, because
others may read, modify, or disclose their PHI (affecting privacy properties P3, P6–P9).
In addition, insiders may use Patient identities for medical fraud, for example, by sub-
mitting fraudulent insurance claims [Dixon 2006]; the result can be financially or even
medically damaging to the Patient (affecting privacy properties P7, P8). Furthermore,
in the growing problem of medical identity theft, outsiders (or insiders) may use a
Patient’s identity to obtain medical services [Johnson 2009], potentially with financial
or medical damage to the Patient (affecting P7, P8). Finally, in some settings (such as
2A shortened version of this section appeared as a workshop paper [Kotz 2011].
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Table I. Privacy-Related Threats in mHealth Systems.
Identity threats: misuse of patient identities
patients leave PHR credentials on public computer (identity loss)
patients share passwords with outsiders (identity sharing)
patients reveal passwords to outsiders (social-engineering attack)
insiders misuse identities to obtain reimbursement (insurance fraud) [Dixon 2006]
insiders misuse identities to obtain medical services (identity theft) [Johnson 2009]
outsiders misuse identities to obtain medical services (identity theft) [Johnson 2009]
outsiders reidentifying PHI in de-identified data sets [Sweeney 2002; Malin 2006]
outsiders observe patient identity or location from communications
Access threats: unauthorized access to PHI or PHR
patients consent preferences, as expressed, do not match those desired
patients intentional (or unintentional) access beyond authorized limit
patients mistaken modifications, because of over-privilege or inadequate controls
insiders mistaken modifications, because of over-privilege or inadequate controls [Sinclair and
Smith 2008]
insiders intentional unauthorized access, for curiosity or malice [Appari and Johnson 2010; Sin-
clair and Smith 2008]
insiders intentional modifications, to obtain reimbursement (insurance fraud) [Dixon 2006]
outsiders intentional unauthorized access, for curiosity or malice [Messmer 2008]
outsiders intentional modifications, for fraud or malice [Messmer 2008]
Disclosure threats: unauthorized disclosure of PII and PHI
data at rest, in the PHR:
patients inadvertent disclosure due to malware or file-sharing tools [Johnson 2009]
insiders inadvertent disclosure due to malware or file-sharing tools [Johnson 2009]
insiders inadvertent disclosure due to sharing passwords [Sinclair and Smith 2008]
insiders intentional disclosure, for profit or malice [Appari and Johnson 2010]
outsiders intentional disclosure, for profit or malice [Appari and Johnson 2010]
data at rest, in the mobile devices:
patients loss of MN or SN exposes PHI, keys, SN types, sensing tasks
outsiders theft of MN or SN exposes PHI, keys, SN types, sensing tasks
data in transit:
outsiders eavesdrop on SN-MN, MN-PHR, PHR-PHR, PHR-client; traffic analysis and/or content
decryption [Srinivasan et al. 2008, for example]
outsiders observe presence and type of sensors on patient [Halperin et al. 2008b]
research) Patient identities are removed from the PHI, and the risk is that an outsider
may combine the de-identified data with data from another source to reidentify the
Patients, that is, to relink Patient identity to their PHI [Sweeney 2002; Malin 2006]
(affecting P7).
In this section we survey work related to authentication, anonymization and re-
identification, and location privacy.
Authentication. Authentication protocols and mechanisms are used to authenticate
the Patient (to ensure that the correct Patient is being sensed), to authenticate the
provider (to ensure that only authorized personnel have access to the medical equip-
ment or sensor data), and to authenticate devices (to ensure that only valid sensing
equipment can participate, and that data is sent to the authentic information systems).
Authentication is a foundational technology that impacts all our privacy properties, be-
cause without authenticating the Patient it is impossible to provide the Patient correct
information and controls (P1–P4). Authentication failures expose PHI to disclosure or
modification (P6–P9) and subvert proper accounting (P10), which makes it more diffi-
cult to remedy breaches (P11). Poor authentication interfaces (P5) can be particularly
troublesome, because they encourage unsafe user behavior (such as password sharing).
Authenticating the Patient. The most common method of authenticating Patients to
a PHR or other healthcare IT system is to verify a combination of their username and
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password. Of course, thismethod is susceptible to a variety of well-known attacks. Some
PHR providers are testing or deploying two-factor authentication [Moore 2009]; for
example, PHRAnywhere, a payer-based PHRprovider, uses smart cards to authenticate
Patients. Users of Microsoft’s HealthVault can login to their PHR accounts using their
Hotmail or Windows Live identities (which are based on username/password) or with
OpenID accounts (many of which offer a second factor of authentication via physical
USB keys).
In mHealth applications there are additional challenges. The data consumers need to
be sure that the data collected by sensors is collected from the correct Patient; otherwise
the data may be interpreted incorrectly and result in treatment errors or incorrect
conclusions in research or public-health monitoring [Cornelius and Kotz 2010]. The
sensors may be attached to the wrong person by mistake—for example, in a hospital
setting where the nurse confuses two identical sensors, each previously configured for a
particular Patient, and places them on the wrong Patient. In a home-health setting, the
Patient may not realize that it is important to wear his sensor rather than the identical
one assigned to his wife. Finally, in some scenarios, the Patient may be motivated to
cheat by attaching the sensor to a healthier friend or relative. Cornelius andKotz [2011]
developed a solution to this problem by including an accelerometer in each wearable
sensor, and correlating accelerometer readings across devices.
There is extensive research related to the use of biometric data for authentication,
or more correctly, for identity verification [Cherukuri et al. 2003; Bekiaris et al.
2008; Jain et al. 2007, 2004]. Some biometrics are not sufficiently unique to be used
for identification, that is, to identify the subject given only the biometric signature.
Instead, the subject claims a particular identity and the biometric data is used to
verify whether they are likely to be the person associated with that identity. There are
two important cases. First, one must verify the Patient’s identity when the sensor node
is first attached to the Patient, or associated with the Patient’s mobile node. Second, in
some settings it is necessary to periodically re-verify that the sensor remains attached
to the Patient, and indeed to the same Patient. Several research studies propose
methods based on features from electrocardiography (or similar biometrics) to verify
Patient identity [Sriram et al. 2009a; Irvine et al. 2008; Jea et al. 2008; Agrafioti and
Hatzinakos 2008]. In constrained settings, such as a household with small population,
it is possible to distinguish residents by height [Srinivasan et al. 2010] or weight (in a
commercial bathroom scale fromWithings). It remains an open problem to find a robust
biometric that is usable, inexpensive, and reliable under a range of Patient activities.
Authenticating the Provider. The HIPAA Security Rule (Section 164.312(d) Person
or Entity Authentication) states that covered entities must “implement procedures to
verify that a person or entity seeking access to electronic protected health information
is the one claimed” [Scholl et al. 2008], and the 2009 HITECH Act extends this rule
to business associates [HITECH1 2009; HITECH2 2009]. Most of the issues here are
the same as for authenticating Patient access, above. The US Department of Veter-
ans affairs has implemented “single sign-on” authentication to enable users to easily
access multiple portals of the department using only one set of government-issued
credentials.
The National Health Service (NHS), in the UK, is one of the largest national-scale
EHR projects underway anywhere. The NHS Care Records Service (CRS) is a secure
service that links patient information from different parts of the NHS, enabling autho-
rized NHS staff and patients to have access to the health information [NHS 2009b].
The NHS CRS has two elements, a Detailed Record and a Summary Care Record. Pa-
tients’ Detailed Records are securely shared between the local NHS entities, such as
the doctor and a hospital, but only the summary of their health information is available
to NHS staff at a national level.
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The NHS CRS includes several data security and access mechanisms. A registration
authority within each healthcare organization is responsible for verifying the identities
of healthcare professionals and support staff, and to register all the caregivers allowed
to access NHS CRS. The registration authority issues a smart card to each caregiver,
which enables the caregiver to authenticate to CRS; the smart card is printed with the
user’s name, photo and a unique identity number. The system uses these cards and
identities to provide role-based access to patient information. For example, a doctor’s
receptionist may access the information required for appointment scheduling, but not
the details in the patients’ clinical record. CRS maintains an audit trail of all accesses,
which is available to the patient on request. However, there have been several reports
of “inappropriate access” by sharing of passwords and PINs by the staff, which poses a
serious insider risk [Collins 2006]. Reports have alleged that some doctors allowed their
support staff to use their login IDs to save time (due to slow log-in performance), par-
ticularly for critical patients requiring emergency care [Collins 2006]. This experience
highlights the importance of a balance between the robustness of security solutions
and their usability.
Authenticating Devices. In our reference architecture, there are several component
devices and services. In any secure solution, these components must be able to authen-
ticate each other. When a mobile node (MN) communicates with sensor nodes (SNs), it
must determine whether they are authentic sensors, that is, they are valid (truly the
sensors they claim to be), untampered (not compromised by an adversary), and correct
(they are the specific instances attached to the desired Patient, not another Patient
nearby). Similarly, the SNs must determine whether the MN requesting data is the
correct MN, that is, the one authorized to receive sensor data. Finally, MNs provide
reports to, or obtain configuration from, healthcare services; these transactions also
require mutual authentication so that the service believes the data comes from the
correct MN (really, the correct Patient), and the MN believes the data is sent to (or
configuration comes from) an authorized healthcare service.
Fundamentally, these authentication challenges may be easily solved by asymmetric
cryptography and a public-key infrastructure. The problem is not so simple, however,
for five reasons. First, thesemobile devices are necessarily small and their resources are
limited; asymmetric cryptography is computationally expensive. Second, these devices
are often disconnected from the Internet, or have a weak connection to the Internet,
obviating solutions that assume a live connection to (for example) a certificate authority.
Third, these devices are small and may be easily lost or stolen, leading to a loss or
exposure of embedded keys. Fourth, key distribution and key storage require secure
and easy-to-use solutions, and yet some nodes have little or no human interface. Finally,
some of the devices (notably theMN)may be owned and configured by the Patient rather
than by the medical device manufacturer or healthcare provider.
We have seen few solutions in the literature that attempt to address the broad
key-management challenge in the context of mHealth. One approach considers mote-
class sensor nodes and demonstrates techniques for secure key exchange, biometric
methods to authenticate the Patient, and an encryption protocol to protect the sensor
data [Malasri and Wang 2008, 2007]. These two papers also cite several other papers
related to the use of motes in mHealth applications.
Key distribution is a challenge in sensor networks [Xiao et al. 2007], but most ex-
isting solutions do not apply to the mHealth context, because they imagine a multi-
hop network architecture, they imagine that the sensor nodes are homogeneous and
indistinguishable, and the keys may be distributed for a particular purpose, such as
authenticating software updates from the central server, encrypting sensor data for the
central server, signing sensor data, or authenticating routing information; the proposed
mechanisms are often subtly related to these purposes. Finally, they usually assume
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that the set of sensor nodes is fixed; in many mHealth settings, sensors may come and
go, or even be shared (as in a hospital where a nurse moves a blood-pressure cuff from
Patient to Patient, or in a home where an elderly couple shares a bathroom scale).
Most sensor-network papers note, as conventional wisdom, that conventional cryp-
tography is too challenging for limited-resource sensor devices. We note, however, that
even mote-class devices can support encryption methods like ECC [Liu and Ning 2008]
and Rijndael [Vitaletti and Palombizio 2007]. (One paper considers ECC on motes
specifically in the healthcare setting [Misˇic´ 2008].) Furthermore, recent work has
demonstrated the viability of public-key encryption as well [Watro et al. 2004; Malan
et al. 2008]. Others have demonstrated that it is feasible and inexpensive to couple
mote-class sensor nodes with hardware-encryption support like that in a TPM [Hu
et al. 2009]. Finally, hardware-accelerated crypto is increasingly common; it appears
in cheap, microSD smart cards [GD 2011, for example].
Finally, since many mHealth scenarios imagine an often-disconnected environment
with weak connectivity to the Internet, offline approaches to PKI are important. MNs
and SNs should be able to store the public keys for a small but sufficient number of
certificate authorities, and even to store large revocation lists—megabytes are cheap—
but mHealth nodes may have neither the connectivity nor the bandwidth to keep those
lists up to date. The topic of certificate revocation lists has a rich and controversial his-
tory [Rivest 1998; McDaniel and Rubin 2000; Gutmann 2002, for example], but we need
to look at alternatives. Our mHealth scenarios need certificate-revocation solutions
that require neither a revocation list nor strong Internet connectivity for online queries
to the certificate authority (CA). In an elegant approach, NOVOMODO provides a
scalable solution that requires only occasional contact with the CA [Micali 2002], and
which has been adapted for use in mobile ad hoc networks [Schwingenschlo¨gl et al.
2006] and grid computing [Sundaram and Chapman 2005]. Others have since proposed
other solutions, also based on hash chains, with even better performance [Goyal 2007,
e.g.,]. Because public keys may only be needed when introducing an SN to an MN,
during which they can develop a shared secret used for future communications, this
level of connectivity is likely sufficient. Some recent methods, such as Solworth [2008],
may be useful when the relying party is a well-known, well-connected server (such as
the HRS), allowing “instant” revocation in the case of a lost or stolen node.
Any security solution must be easy for the Patient to use. It must be intuitively easy
for the Patient to introduce a new SN to their personal-area network (thus, to their
MN) and thence to the HRS. The ubiquitous-computing community has developed sev-
eral clever techniques for intentional pairing with secure key exchange [Kumar et al.
2009]. In one approach, the user literally shakes the two devices together; the devices
communicate by radio but exchange key material derived from internal accelerome-
ters [Mayrhofer and Gellersen 2007; Bichler et al. 2007]. In another approach, two
nearby devices obtain key material from simultaneous observations of their RF envi-
ronment [Varshavsky et al. 2007a, 2007b]. Another RF-based approach uses physical
properties of the wireless channel between two nodes to derive key material [Mathur
et al. 2008; Jana et al. 2009]; since the wireless channel fades quickly with distance,
they show that an eavesdropping adversary cannot obtain the key, nor can an active
adversary spoof one of the parties. Another approach uses physiological data as key
material [Cherukuri et al. 2003].
Finally, since mobile devices like the MN and SN can be easily lost or stolen, secure
key storage is an important challenge lest the keys become available to an adversary.
We delve into this issue below in Section 5.1.3.
Anonymity. Inmost settings, such as treatment, billing, and healthmanagement, the
Patient is clearly identifiable to anyone using the data. As we store more health data
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electronically, there are huge opportunities for broad secondary uses: most usefully for
research and for quality improvement. In that context, the Patient data can and should
have control over whether their datamay be used for secondary purposes (privacy prop-
erties P3, P6, P7), and their data must be anonymous (protecting properties P7, P9).
The HIPAA Privacy Rule states that covered entities may use or disclose PHI that
is de-identified without restriction [HIPAA 2010]. Covered entities that seek to release
such PHI must determine that the information has been de-identified using either
statistical methods to verify de-identification or by removing certain parts of the PHI
as specified in the Rule. Under the Rule, a covered entity can de-identify PHI by
removing all 18 elements that could be used to identify the Patient or the Patient’s
relatives, employers, or household members. The Rule also requires the covered entity
to have no actual knowledge that the remaining information could be used alone or in
combination with other information to identify the Patient. Some of the 18 identifiable
elements are the Patient’s name, geographical information such as ZIP code, phone
number, all elements of dates except the year, and biometrics. The HITECH Privacy
Rule does not add anything new to this section of the HIPAA Privacy Rule.
It is notable that the ZIP code and birth date are two of the identifiable elements
that covered entities must remove from PHI to de-identify it; Sweeney showed that
it is possible to re-identify an individual by combining health data that includes ZIP,
gender and birth date with a voter list that also contains these three elements [Sweeney
2002]. Sweeney describes a model called k-anonymity and policies to deploy the model
such that an individual’s data is indistinguishable from that of at least k − 1 other
individuals. Many others have built on this idea, with noted extensions such as -
diversity [Machanavajjhala et al. 2006].
Health-data anonymization topic is an active area of research, with extensive litera-
ture; Appari and Johnson [2010] provide a useful overview. They cite several research
efforts aimed at anonymizing Patient data: global and local recoding [Samarati 2001],
Confidential Audits of Medical Record Access (CAMRA) [Malin and Airoldi 2007],
microaggregation [Domingo-Ferrer et al. 2006] and data perturbation [Muralidhar and
Sarathy 2005]. They also cite an interesting research effort by Riedl et al. [2007], which
is to create a “secure pseudonymous linkage between Patient and her health record
that will allow authorization to approved individuals, including healthcare providers,
relatives, and researchers”. Molina et al. [2009] explore the use of homomorphic
encryption techniques to enable computation of aggregate functions over encrypted
patient records.
Location Privacy. In some mHealth settings, the sensor data will be tagged with
the current location; for example, a Patient desiring to be more physically active
may collect data about their walking, running, and bicycling activity. The Patient
may benefit from a detailed record, showing routes, maps, and dates [Eisenman
et al. 2009], but may be uncomfortable sharing such detailed location records with
their physician or other health services [Sankar and Jones 2005]. Appropriate use of
anonymization is essential when dealing with location records (related to property
P9). There are numerous studies demonstrating the risk of de-anonymization (that
is, re-identification) of users even in “anonymized” location traces [De Mulder et al.
2008]. Location anonymity is particularly challenging if the adversary has external
knowledge—perhaps obtained by observing or tailing the user—to combine with
the anonymous location traces. Golle and Partridge [2009] show how easy it is to
re-identify users in an anonymized location trace by recognizing home/work location
pairs, even when locations are specified only by census block or census tract.
Location privacy is an active area of research; a thorough survey is beyond the
scope of this article. There are many techniques to retain anonymity while releasing
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information about your location, or about a sequence of locations (a path), each
reflecting different use cases and different privacy goals; we discuss a few examples
here. Some consider anonymous use of location-based services, for example, using
techniques for blurring location and time [Mokbel et al. 2006; Gruteser and Grunwald
2003]; these methods have been extended to support personalized k-anonymity [Gedik
and Liu 2008]. Hoh and Gruteser examine “path confusion,” where the goal is to
release a path (a series of location points) and yet retain anonymity; they do it by
fuzzing points so that two users’ paths sometimes “cross” [Hoh and Gruteser 2005; Hoh
et al. 2007]. One limitation of these approaches, however, is that some require the user
to trust a location service with the implementation of these methods, and thus with the
responsibility for protecting the user’s privacy. Sun et al. [2009] provides a framework
that supports four methods to provide location information while maintaining privacy.
Even in an application that does not require the disclosure of location data, there
is always the concern that wireless mobile devices might be tracked by the network
infrastructure. Pang et al. [2007] recently showed that user identity might be recovered
from 802.11 network traffic even if the MAC and IP addresses are changed periodically,
so they later propose an anonymity-preserving variant to the 802.11 MAC protocol
called SlyFi [Greenstein et al. 2008]. As we discuss below, the situation gets dire when
an adversary uses fingerprinting techniques. Strong anonymity of network identity is
still a difficult challenge.
5.1.2. Access Threats. In the next section of Table I we explore threats related to unau-
thorized access to PHI, whether in the MN or the PHR. Inappropriate access can lead
to violations of privacy properties P3, P6, P7, P8, and P9. With good accountability
mechanisms (P10), it may be possible to detect inappropriate access. The first threat
comes from the Patient himself or herself, because (under the definition of health in-
formation privacy) the Patient has a right to control the collection, use, and disclosure
of PHI (P3); if the Patient fails to express their consent in a way consistent with their
actual preference, for whatever reason (perhaps because of a poor interface, P5), they
may allow broader-than-intended collection, access or disclosure (P6, P7).
The Patient may also obtain more access than allowed, due to technical failures.
Insiders may “peek” at Patient data, out of curiosity, or with the intent to harm the
Patient (e.g., an employerwho snoops on employer-provided PHRandfiresworkerswith
expensive conditions) [Appari and Johnson 2010; Sinclair and Smith 2008]. Outsiders
may break into Patient records, which may lead to embarrassment (e.g., exposing a
Patient’s psychiatric data to his divorced spouse) [Messmer 2008].
Several of these threats involve the modification of health records. In a PHR, Pa-
tients (or insiders [Sinclair and Smith 2008]) may mistakenly modify their data if
the access-control policies are too permissive, or if the mechanisms too easily allow
mistakes. Insiders may modify PHI intentionally, to obtain reimbursement via insur-
ance fraud [Dixon 2006]. Outsiders may also modify a Patient’s PHI, for fraud or
malice [Messmer 2008].
In this section, we survey work on consent management (allowing the Patient to
determinewhat access is permitted), access control (policies andmechanisms), auditing
(to support detection of violations), and data integrity.
Consent Management. A common legal requirement is that PHR service or health-
care providers obtain consent from a Patient before disseminating her medical records
to other providers or to entities such as a marketing department, medical researchers,
or public-health officials. Informed consent is the most common way to think about
properties P1–P3. The Markle Foundation’s Connecting for Health initiative provides
a list of considerations for obtaining consent [MFC 2009]. It categorizes consent into
General Consent (an umbrella of privacy and terms of use policies) and Independent
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Consent (indicating specifics separately from general agreement). Presenting the pri-
vacy policy in an understandable format—such that the Patient can set her preferences
to provide or withhold consent—is a major challenge. Bellman et al. [2001] describe
risks to Patient privacy due to the manner in which “opt-in” or “opt-out” questions
are posed on a consent form. To address some of these issues, the US Department
of Human and Health Services (HHS) proposed a format to describe a healthcare
provider’s privacy policy, based on the well-known “facts-at-a-glance” table seen on
food products [HHS 2009] (an approach later shown to be effective [Kelley et al. 2010]).
Halamka proposes the use of three flavors of consent: opt-in, opt-out and quilted (a sub-
set of Patient data is shared only if the Patient explicitly consents, the rest is shared
by default) [Halamka 2008]. The Healthcare IT Standards Panel (HITSP), a public-
private partnership between US governments (federal and state) and health-related
organizations, has released an interoperability standard (IS 03 Consumer Empower-
ment) specifying the management of machine-interpretable “consent directives” that
Patients may issue to healthcare organizations on the access, collection, use and dis-
closure of their data [HITSP 2008]. It remains a challenge, however, to identify a clean
and usable interface (P5) for consent management [Prasad and Kotz 2010].
Not all agree that consent is the right model for protecting Patient privacy;
Nissenbaum [2004] proposes contextual integrity as a different way to look at the
challenge of healthcare privacy.
Access Control. Amechanism for controlled access to a Patient’s PHI, which restricts
access to only legitimate entities, is necessary to ensure Patient privacy (affecting prop-
erties P4, P6, P7, P8). Standards bodies in theUS, such asHL7 Standards Development
Organization, have chosen the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model [Ferraiolo and
Kuhn 1992; Sandhu et al. 1996] to enforce access control in traditional healthcare IT
systems. The RBAC model fits well in an organized healthcare setting, such as a hos-
pital, because each entity in a hospital has a specific role and follows a well-defined hi-
erarchy. However, certain features, such as “break-the-glass” to override access control
rules in medical emergencies, do not exist in traditional RBAC [Motta and Furuie 2003;
Covington et al. 2000]. Furthermore, RBAC is difficult to manage. Identifying roles and
managing role membership is difficult in large organizations; some new “role-mining”
methods attempt to help [Frank et al. 2009]. Finally, RBAC is not “privacy-aware”;
access is either granted or denied. Ni et al. discuss how to extend standard RBAC to
make it “privacy-aware” and enforce authorizations at a finer level of granularity [Ni
et al. 2007a, 2007b]. Thus, privacy-aware RBAC authorizes a subject (e.g., a healthcare
provider) to access an object (e.g., a Patient’s record) only for a specific purpose (e.g., di-
agnosis) if it meets specific conditions (e.g., Patient’s consent obtained) and obligations
(e.g., notifying the Patient).
An important question related to the mHealth setting regards the “role” of the Pa-
tient. The Patient should not be able to delete or modify some types of entries in
her PHR/EHR (e.g., readings from ECG sensors), but should be able to modify some
other (e.g., diet information). It is not clear whether an RBAC model can enforce such
fine-grained access control.
In protecting confidentiality of certain types of PHI via encryption, there are two
issues to address: (i) who encrypts and decrypts the data: the Patient’s MN, the PHR
system, or some third party? (ii) how are encryption keys managed for entities that
have access to Patient data, such that even if two independent entities collude they
cannot obtain any new PHR data? Sahai and Waters [2005] and Goyal et al. [2006]
describe attribute-based encryption for fine-grained access control, which associates
data to be protected with an access-control policy and encrypts them with a public
key personalized to each recipient of the data; the recipient must possess a secret key
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derived from a set of attributes that satisfy the policy to decrypt the data. Sahai and
Waters [2005] coined the term “functional encryption” to refer to this general body of
work, which seems applicable to the problem of fine-grain PHR protection. However,
the problem of key management and distribution remains and must be addressed, for
example, by the use of a key authority. One potential simplification is the use of identity
names as keys, with identity-based encryption (IBE) [Mont et al. 2003; Tan et al. 2009;
Martin 2008]; Sahai andWaters [2005] allows a biometric reading to be used as the key.
Another aspect of access control, important in the mHealth setting, is the capability
to securely access PHI on PHR sites using mobile phones. One such example is AllOne
Mobile [AOM 2009], an application that can allow consumers to securely access their
PHR data through their cell phones and PDAs. AllOne Mobile caches the Patient’s
PHR in a secure environment on the phone and synchronizes it with their online PHR.
Patients can manage and share their PHRs with physicians and hospitals quickly
and easily. AllOne Mobile wirelessly downloads a small application to the mobile
device, which accesses an existing PHR stored in a remote server. The PHR can also
be updated by the Patient using the mobile device. Using industry standards such as
the Continuity of Care Record (CCR) and Health Level Seven (HL7), AllOne Health
will also connect with Microsoft HealthVault, allowing Patients to access their PHR
through their mobile phones.
Similarly, Anvita Health [AH 2009] has embraced the Android phone platform by
rolling out a mobile interface for Google Health. With the new application, Patients
and their physicians can have real-time access to electronic medical records stored on
Google Health.
Auditing. Both HIPAA [Scholl et al. 2008] and HITECH [HITECH1 2009] require
users within the healthcare provider’s organization to be held accountable for their ac-
tions when handling Patients’ protected health information (property P10 and support-
ing P11). The newer HITECH act gives covered entities a choice to maintain accounting
of electronic disclosures by their business associates or to provide a list of business as-
sociates, who would then provide accounting details to individuals [HITECH1 2009;
HITECH2 2009]. There are different approaches to maintaining audit controls for
such information; one approach [IHE 2009] specifies a profile for the Audit Trail that
contains sufficient information to answer questions such as: “For some user: which
Patient’s PHI was accessed? For some Patient PHI: which users accessed it? What user
authentication failures were reported?” Such approaches could help administrators
mitigate insider threats by ensuring detection of unauthorized access and illegal disclo-
sure of PHI; they could also help detect attempts by hackers to break into a PHR system
and help administrators detect potential vulnerabilities in the system, for example, en-
suring the system fails unsafely when a specific sequence of transactions is executed. In
the mHealth context, it may be necessary to implement audit mechanisms on the MN.
Data Integrity. TheHIPAA Security Rule (Section 164.312(c)(1) Integrity) states that
covered entitiesmust “implement policies and procedures to protect electronic PHI from
improper alteration or destruction” [Scholl et al. 2008] (important for property P8). In
non-medical settings, applications usually verify data integrity, either by means of a
checksum or a hash, before using the data. If the integrity check fails, the application
reports an error and terminates without processing the data. In the healthcare setting,
databases storing Patient data must implement integrity computation and verification
functionality. Blough et al. [2008] have proposed the use ofMerkle trees to store a PHR.3
3Merkle trees [Merkle 1982] are a type of data structure, useful to store files along with their integrity
values. A Merkle tree is anm-ary tree in which all leaves contain the actual data that are related (e.g., parts
of a file, files in a directory) and each nonleaf node contains a hash of the subtree of which it is a root.
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Each type of data in a PHR, such as lab results, MRI images, or diet information, is
stored as a separate leaf in the tree, with related data forming a subtree. They claim
that Merkle-tree based PHRs enable Patients to selectively disclose data to providers
by choosing the appropriate sub-tree for disclosure and also for providers to verify that
their data were not tampered within the PHR.
5.1.3. Disclosure Threats. In the final section of Table I we explore threats related to the
disclosure of PHI, including data at rest and data in transit (affecting properties P7, P9).
PHI stored in a PHR may be disclosed inadvertently, by the Patient or other insider,
if malware or file-sharing software on their computer makes it available [Johnson
2009]. Similarly, Patients or other insiders who share access credentials may allow
data disclosure beyond what was intended by the act of sharing. Finally, insiders (or
outsiders) with access to PHI may disclose that data to others for financial gain or to
embarrass the Patient [Appari and Johnson 2010]. These threats affect property P7,
and indirectly property P3.
In anmHealth system,much interesting PHI is created by sensors, and stored at least
temporarily in the SN or MN; these devices, if lost or stolen, could lead to disclosure
of the sensor data. Worse, such devices contain cryptographic keys that may allow one
to decrypt current, prior, or future communications by that device. Examination of an
MN may also allow one to determine what sensors are in use by the Patient, and what
sensor data is to be collected (property P9). A Patient may not want an outsider to
know, for example, that she is wearing an ECG sensor.
Furthermore, an mHealth system is inherently distributed, and network communi-
cation among the entities may be captured and analyzed by an outsider. Even if the
traffic is encrypted, device types may be discernible (through network fingerprinting
methods or address formats), and analysis of network traffic patterns may identify the
sensors or sensing tasks (property P9).
In this section, we survey work related to secure data transmission, device presence,
and device compromise and theft.
Secure Transmission. The HIPAA Security Rule (Section 164.312(e) Transmission
Security) states that covered entities must “implement technical security measures
to guard against unauthorized access to electronic protected health information
. . . transmitted over an electronic communications network” [Scholl et al. 2008]. The
2009 HITECH Act extends this rule to business associates [HITECH1 2009; HITECH2
2009]. Although HIPAA’s rule covers communication between HIPAA-covered entities,
our concern here is an adversary who wishes to obtain confidential medical information
from observing the network communications between the MN and its SNs, or between
the MN and the distant health services. In the mHealth setting, we must assume the
use of wireless networks and open standards. There are five fundamental challenges
here, all affecting properties P7 or P9.
First, the adversary may inspect the wireless-network packets and obtain sensitive
medical data; this problem can be resolved by encrypting all communications with a
secure encryption method and an appropriately strong encryption key. Most emerging
services useHTTP over SSL, but we know of one approach leveraging SIM-card support
in mobile phones [Weerasinghe et al. 2007]. Key management remains a challenge,
however, as noted above.
Second, even if the wireless-network traffic is encrypted, in some settings it is pos-
sible for a clever adversary to use traffic analysis—the study of the size and timing
of network packets—to determine characteristics of the traffic [Wright et al. 2010]. It
may be possible, for example, to determine the type of sensor node from the pattern of
its communications, or the type of medical application by observing the pattern of MN
communications [Srinivasan et al. 2008]. Although there is literature on mechanisms
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to defeat traffic analysis [Wang et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2009] (for example), we are
unaware of anything specific to the mHealth context. Furthermore, many solutions re-
quire the addition of delays (to defeat timing analysis) or padding (to defeat packet-size
analysis) [Srinivasan et al. 2008], which may harm system performance and increase
resource usage.
Third, the adversary may use physical-layer or link-layer fingerprinting methods to
identify the device type. In general, fingerprinting techniques observe subtle differ-
ences in the network behavior of devices, because of implementation differences across
manufacturers, models, revisions, or even individual devices. Research has shown that
it is possible to distinguish individual Wi-Fi network cards based on observations of
their physical-layer (radio) behavior [Brik et al. 2008], or their link-layer behavior us-
ing passive [Franklin et al. 2006] or active [Bratus et al. 2008] methods. It is extremely
difficult to combat these methods, particularly at the physical layer.
Fourth, because the wireless medium is open, an active adversary may inject frames
or may selectively interfere with (cause collisions with) wireless frames. These meth-
ods may enable the adversary to create a man-in-the-middle situation [Dai Zovi and
Macaulay 2005], to use link-layer fingerprinting methods [Bratus et al. 2008], or to
compromise the devices in a way that divulges their secrets. Indeed, there are increas-
ing concerns (and demonstrated attacks) regarding the wireless communications of
implanted medical devices [Halperin et al. 2008a, 2008b].
Fifth, the devices must be somehow introduced to each other. The Patient’s constella-
tion of devices includes personal devices (mobile node, wearable sensor nodes), family
devices (such as a bathroom scale), and clinical devices (when visiting the doctor). It
must be easy for the Patient to establish a security relationship with these devices,
without confusing his devices with those of his housemate [Cornelius and Kotz 2011].
Several groups have proposed possible protocols [Andersen 2009; Baldus et al. 2004;
Malasri and Wang 2008], for various settings; some use the body itself as a commu-
nication medium [Barth et al. 2008; Garcia-Morchon et al. 2009; Garcia-Morchon and
Baldus 2008]. Another proposes the use of identity-based encryption [Tan et al. 2009],
with an implementation on mote-class sensor devices.
Device Presence. A Patient may consider the fact that she is using personal medical
sensors to be private information (property P9); she may not want an employer to
know, for example, that she is wearing a fetal monitor. The challenge, then, is to allow
MN-SN communication, without exposing to an eavesdropper the fact that they are
medical devices let alone which types of medical devices. The challenge is especially
difficult given that many mHealth scenarios expect the MN to discover (or re-discover)
SNs that are not currently with the Patient, but which need to be contacted when
they become in range (such as when a Patient arrives home and re-connects with their
blood-pressure device).
Most of the relevant work relates to network-identifier privacy, includingWi-Fi [Pang
et al. 2007], Bluetooth [Singele´e and Preneel 2006; Wong and Stajano 2005], and
presumably Zigbee. Mare et al. [2011] proposes a new privacy-sensitive protocol for
low-power body-area sensing in mHealth scenarios; although not aligned with any
standard, it provides strong privacy properties. It remains to be seen whether there
is a standards-compliant solution in which the link-layer identifiers (and other fields
related to link-layer discovery) can be constructed to not leak information about sensor
type. As shown in the fingerprinting discussion, above, even that may not be sufficient
to solve the problem.
In a wireless personal-area network, like that between the MN and its SNs, there
is a similar risk that the device “discovery” messages may allow an attacker to deter-
mine sensor types—even in standard protocols like Bluetooth [Mare and Kotz 2010].
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A technique for Bluetooth identifier privacy may be helpful here, because it masks
the identity of the nodes that are communicating [Singele´e and Preneel 2006]; if such
a protocol were used for session establishment, developing a shared secret key, then
other sensitive metadata can be shared over a secure channel.
Ultimately, this particular challenge will be difficult to solve. The mere presence of a
wireless signal emitting from your body does not necessarily tell an adversary that you
have a medical device, of course, because of the increasing prevalence of personal wire-
less devices; the presence of a wireless device seeking to “cloak” its identity, however,
may raise suspicions.
Device Compromise, Theft. The Patient’s MN may be compromised, for example, by
an email-borne virus. The MN or SN devices may be lost or stolen. In any case there
are several risks. The adversary may obtain access to personal health information, or
learn the type of sensor nodes, both of which may expose information about the Pa-
tient’s medical condition (affecting properties P7, P9). Moreover, any key material may
be obtained by the adversary, potentially allowing the adversary to decrypt previous,
current, or future communications between the Patient’s MN and SNs, or between the
MN and the health records system (HRS). Furthermore, the key material may enable
the adversary to inject false data into theMN or health records system, or even to recon-
figure the Patient’s other devices (affecting P8). Finally, the key material may enable
the adversary to decrypt data stored in the health records system (affecting P7). The
specific risks depend on the protocols used for data transfer, on the encryption methods
used, and on the security of key generation, distribution, revocation, and storage.
We have not seen any complete solution to this problem in the literature, but any
solution requires solving two fundamental problems: key management and secure
storage on mobile devices.
Key management is discussed above, but in the context of device loss there are two
important considerations. First, the keys used by the smallest devices—most likely
to be lost—should have limited lifetimes, limiting the damage caused by key compro-
mise. Similarly, the keys with the most importance—authenticating SNs to the MN,
authenticating MNs to the HRS, or the Patient to the system, should expire or be easily
revocable. A short key lifetime, however, requires the generation (and distribution and
validation) of new keys frequently, which may be difficult in loosely connected networks
or in low-power devices. Key revocation, on the other hand, requires good connectivity
and the storage of revoked-key lists (see previous section). Again, some research pro-
poses key-management approaches given these constraints [Malasri and Wang 2008].
Persistent storage in theMN or SNsmay contain sensor data, configuration informa-
tion, and cryptographic keys. An adversary with physical access to either node may be
able to extract this information, possibly through an internal memory bus or connector.
Such attacks have been demonstrated on common “mote” sensor nodes [Becher et al.
2006]. The technical challenge is to make such information access difficult; although
software-based solutions (such as hypervisors) provide some protection [Gilbert et al.
2010; Kleidermacher 2008], a strong solution rests squarely on methods for tamper-
resistant trusted hardware. Since it may be expensive to build a large, tamper-resistant
persistentmemory, most approaches use conventional storage technology (flash or disk)
and encrypt the sensitive data stored there; then the problem reduces to secure stor-
age of the encryption key. Although a Trusted Platform Module [TPM 2009] (TPM) is
common today in many of today’s laptops, a standard is still under development for
mobile-phone class devices [MPWG 2009; MTM 2008]. Even that solution will likely
be too expensive for SNs. One paper has demonstrated the addition of TPM hardware
to a mote-class device [Hu et al. 2009], but the authors have not yet demonstrated its
use for secure storage.
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A possibly more insidious threat is the unintended disclosure of sensor data by
applications installed by the user, including applications unrelated to healthcare. The
security community is just beginning to address this threat [Enck et al. 2009].
5.2. Human Issues
When using mHealth systems, Patients may be collecting large amounts of information
about their health and their activities, throughout daily life, and we expect they will
want control over what is shared with their health provider or others. It can be difficult
for Patients to decide what information to share, and these choices can have important
health consequences [Sankar and Jones 2005]. The right interface, in each setting, is
important.
In their seminal paper “The Protection of Information in Computer Systems”, Saltzer
and Schroeder [1975] state the principle of psychological acceptability as follows: “It is
essential that the human interface be designed for ease of use, so that users routinely
and automatically apply the protection mechanisms correctly. Also, to the extent that
the user’s mental image of his protection goals matches the mechanisms he must use,
mistakes will be minimized. If he must translate his image of his protection needs into
a radically different specification language, he will make errors” (emphasis added).
In this section, we first survey research that discusses the challenges and opportu-
nities of creating human interfaces to enable privacy management, which is privacy
property P5. Then, we survey studies and research efforts that attempt to understand
users’ perception of privacy and its importance to them.
5.2.1. Human Interfaces for Privacy Management. Recalling theNCVHSdefinition of health
information privacy, any entity that manages PHI must provide the Patient with inter-
faces that enable her to exercise her right to control the collection, use, and disclosure
of her PHI, after evaluating the request based on relevant information, for example,
who is the recipient or what is the purpose. That is, the Patient must exercise informed
consent.
Friedman et al. [2005] describe a “conceptual model of informed consent for infor-
mation systems”. Their model consists of five components: disclosure, comprehension,
voluntariness, competence and agreement. The first two components contribute to the
user becoming informed, while the remaining three are criteria to determine the user’s
consent.
Informing the user can be remarkably challenging, because users tend to overlook or
misunderstand security and privacy notices. Cranor provides a framework for thinking
about how to present security warnings to the user so that they can effectively take
notice, understand the warning, evaluate options, and take action [Cranor 2008]; this
frameworkmay be useful in designingmechanisms for informed consent. Some creative
proposals have been developed, including the use of a “nutrition label” format for
privacy policies [Kelley et al. 2010] and the concept of “privacy icons” in which websites
would display their privacy practices as a set of intuitive icons (sample shown in
Figure 2).
Karat et al. [2005] identify key challenges in designing privacy and security systems
that are usable. Accordingly, the first key issue is to recognize that when using a system,
e.g., to update their PHI or order medications, a user’s main goal is not to protect their
privacy but to complete the task at hand; thus, privacy controls must be as transparent
as possible to the user, but also accessible and usable whenever the user needs to
understand what is happening or needs greater control over the situation. Second,
the design should make the privacy system accessible to all types of users, not just
technical experts. Third, designers must recognize that users will not use a privacy
system that is too complex to understand, putting them at greater risk of exposure
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Fig. 2. Sample privacy icons (reproduced with permission by Aza Raskin, http://www.azarask.in/blog/
post/privacy-icons/).
than if they used a simpler, less sophisticated system. Finally, the design should allow
its operators to easily update it to meet changes in regulatory requirements.
Cranor discusses challenges of creating interfaces that enable users to express pri-
vacy preferences on the Web [Cranor 2003, 2005]. Based on results of a user survey
(in the US) that provided information on “aspects of privacy policies that would likely
be of most interest to users”, Cranor [2005] determined that the three most important
areas to users were: the type of data collected, how data would be used and whether
data would be shared. Also, users were most concerned about financial and medical
data collected, and the use of their data for telemarketing or marketing lists. The paper
reports that focus-group users evaluating early prototypes of automated privacy prefer-
ence agents had two seemingly contradictory requirements for the interfaces: the users
“wanted the interface to be extremely simple, but they also were reluctant to have their
choices reduced to several pre-configured settings such as high, medium and low”.
Indeed, it may be possible to usemachine-learningmethods to discover users’ privacy
preferences, for example, by providing the user opportunity to provide feedback on the
system’s automated decisions [Kelley et al. 2008] or by allowing the user to inspect
their location history and annotate how they would (or would not) have wanted that
information shared [Ravichandran et al. 2009].
For an extensive survey of HCI (human-computer interfaces) and privacy, though not
specifically about healthcare or mHealth, we refer readers to Iachello and Hong [2007].
5.2.2. Privacy Perception and Attitudes. Research and human studies have established
that concern about one’s privacy is not uniform among the human population, even
in the case of “high risk” information such as e-commerce data [Ackerman and
Mainwaring 2005]. Privacy concerns range from unauthorized entities observing one’s
data, to entities aggregating personal data to create a profile, to unauthorized entities
(including those unrelated to the original recipients) actively modifying personal
data. Ackerman and Mainwaring note that a persistent finding in human studies and
research is that users in the US cannot be considered as a homogeneous group with
regard to privacy concerns [Ackerman and Mainwaring 2005].
More recently, a group of mHealth researchers interviewed 24 users of a sensor-based
fitness application [Klasnja et al. 2009]. They were asked about the data collected,
and about hypothetical extensions to the system; the results show that their privacy
concerns depended onwhat data was being collected, how long it was stored, the context
in which it was collected (e.g., at work or at home), and the perceived benefits of the
resulting application. No one privacy policy fits all settings, let alone all users.
Finally, the Patient’s privacy wishes—and the practical options available to them—
may depend on the nature of their medical condition [Prasad et al. 2011]. A Patient who
is struggling with a debilitating disease may be willing to share more information with
their physician, than would a healthy Patient who is seeking routine care. Conversely,
a physician may (correctly) insist that the Patient share a large amount of detailed
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information, to be able to properly diagnose and manage treatment of the Patient’s
condition. The challenge here will be to help Patients (and clinical staff) thoughtfully
navigate the boundaries of what information can and cannot be withheld from the
clinical team.
5.2.3. Summary. User perception, awareness and concern about privacy of their data,
including medical information, vary widely across the world. While individualist so-
cieties such as those in the US place a high premium on sharing personal data with
others, collectivist societies such as those in India do not [Kumaraguru and Cranor
2006]; further, western societies and developed regions of the world have a greater
amount of experience with the Internet and its problems with regard to privacy than
developing nations, which results in differing views of privacy. Therefore, there is no
“one size fits all” solution to the problem of privacy management. Even within a geo-
graphic region, such as the US, the problem of creating a usable interface that enables
people to express their privacy preferences remains open. This challenge results from
the many different types, usages, and recipients of data, and the operations that can
be performed on them. In the context of privacy management for PHI, there is a need
to bound the problem to a specific subset of types, usages, recipients, operations and
perceptions to make it more tractable.
6. OPEN RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Given the motivation provided in Section 1, the privacy properties in the list of proper-
ties from Section 3.1, and the prior work surveyed in Section 5, in this section we lay
out a series of specific research questions focused on privacy in mHealth systems.
Although mHealth raises many challenging security and privacy research issues, in
this survey we focus on the privacy-related challenges and on patient-centric mHealth
technology. Thus, while we recognize the importance of security and data integrity,
for example, we address these issues only to the extent that their solutions have an
impact on privacy. We identified eight major research topics, each inspired by the
desired privacy properties (Section 3.1) or by the privacy threats (Table I).
(1) Consent Management. How can the Patient use their MN to easily manage con-
sent, that is, express preferences over collection, dissemination and retention of PHI,
and make consent decisions when requests occur?
(a) What kinds of consent do Patients need to express, andwhen? At what level of detail
do they wish to control their privacy? If Patients are given fine-grained control, it
provides flexibility with a heavy cognitive burden, and it may adversely impact the
usefulness of the data to a healthcare provider who must interpret a medical record
full of holes. On the other hand, coarse-grained choices may be too blunt to give the
Patient real choice: all too often, today’s systems provide an all-or-nothing consent
form, which the Patient must sign in order to obtain any service.
(b) What interface effectively informs the Patient what information will be collected
(and why), where the data will reside, what will be disclosed and to whom, for what
purpose it will be used, and for how long it will be retained? Keep in mind that
some datamay be kept for decades. Furthermore, how canwe provide the Patient an
understandable assessment about both the privacy risk and the potential benefits
of information sharing, to enable him to make informed consent decisions?
(c) What interface allows the Patient to easily express preferences about what data
may be collected (and when), what may be disclosed and to whom, for what purpose
it may be used, and for how long it may be retained?
(d) Can machine learning algorithms help to define, or refine, a Patient’s privacy pref-
erences?
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(e) Can we automate consent management? If so, how should requests for PHI be
encoded, how should privacy preferences be encoded, and what algorithms allow
software to automate consent decisions? How can the context of the Patient, the
technology, and the Consumer help to support automated consent management?
For example, prompt the user to update privacy preferences when adding a new
SN, simplify sharing of PHI while meeting with a physician, and automate consent
in an emergency scenario.
(f) What mechanisms can enable the Patient (really MN on behalf of the Patient) to
authenticate the person or organization requesting the PHI?
(g) Regional Variations: Identify regional variations in law, economics, and culture in
terms of privacy, healthcare and mobile technology, individually and in combina-
tion. For example, in many cultures it is common for the extended family to assist a
Patient at home, a setting in which many individuals may have (and need) access to
theMN and perhaps to make privacy decisions on the Patient’s behalf. Wemust rec-
ognize that many individuals may act in a “custodial” or “caregiver” capacity with
respect to the Patient, and to the Patient’s data. Furthermore, different legal and
economic structures pose different incentives to providers, insurers, and clinical
staff regarding Patient privacy. How do we design a system to easily accommodate
these regional differences?
(h) Over a lifetime, a patient’s medical records may be managed by her parents, then
by herself, then (if she becomes infirm) by her spouse or children. How do these
transitions occur, and relate to legal concepts such as durable healthcare power of
attorney? May a patient block certain records (for e.g., about an attempted suicide
or abortion) so that her children or spouse may never see them?
For all of these questions, consider the unique challenges of human-computer interface
on a mobile platform. This interface must be extremely simple, intuitive, and unobtru-
sive. We seek to explore a broad range of interface modes, including web and social-
network abstractions as well as audio, visual, and touch interfaces. Ultimately, this
topic requires significantly more study to determine whether Patients need (or even
want) rich privacy interfaces, and whether there are differences between what they
want in home-health settings and in hospital settings. Simpler models may be suitable
for certain situations, such as health-care social-network applications. Any solution
needs to recognize that the medical data collection in an mHealth setting is more per-
vasive than a traditional clinical setting and also includes collection of Patient context
information. These differences add complexity to the solution in an mHealth setting.
(2) MN Architecture. Identify which of the privacy properties (Section 3.1) require
support on the MN, and what privacy-related requirements they impose. How should
MN hardware and software architecture change to help protect Patient privacy and en-
able them to manage privacy? Specifically, what hardware and software enhancements
would help
(a) to enforce Patient’s privacy preferences,
(b) to protect contents in the MN (PHI, keys and software),
(c) to preserve privacy of Patient context (location, device presence, communication,
activity, etc.),
(d) to create a secure execution space on the MN for contextual health-sensing and
PHI-handling applications,
(e) to allow multiple software and services to co-exist on the MN, without conflict, and
to enable software updates to be pushed and securely installed, and
(f) to easily manage user authentication, data collection, and manageability (e.g., re-
mote disable and remote updates).
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In what way does privacy require enhancements that may be different than those
required to support other security and functional properties?
In what way does PHI (or the healthcare setting) require enhancements different
than those in other applications, such as e-commerce or entertainment?
Finally, any solution to these problems must consider the resource constraints (mem-
ory, CPU, bandwidth, energy, and human interface) available on MID-class devices.
(3) Enforcing Control over Data: How can we enforce control over PHI?
(a) How can we securely bind policies to PHI as it flows to different entities? Can we
use DRM-like techniques on PHI? Does PHI (or the healthcare setting) require
DRM solutions different than those in other applications?
(b) How can those policies enforce control over PHI data (for example, auto-destruct
data after a specified time limit, limit the number of views, limit the number of
copies, or identify the entity responsible for copying data)?
(c) How can we ensure that PHI is used only for the specified purpose and monitor
compliance? In general, where do we enforce policy—at the MN, at the HRS, or
both?
(d) How can we accomplish these types of control with an interface that is usable by
clinical staff in clinical settings?
(4) Data Identity. Consider mechanisms to verify that the sensors are attached
to the correct Patient. What solutions provide reliable Patient identity verification
and preserve Patient privacy in the process? Furthermore, how can the sensor data
be labeled with Patient identity in a way that allows data Consumers to verify the
assertion that this data came from this Patient, while preserving the Patient’s privacy?
In other words, any solution to the problem of verifying Patient identity, labeling the
data with that identity, and asserting validity of the label, must be designed with
Patient privacy in mind.
(5) Anonymization. What are effective algorithms to anonymize PII before disclos-
ing it to another party, for example, for research or for a medical opinion? Under
what circumstances should anonymization be performed at the MN rather than in
the HRS or other back-end servers? Consider that additional context information
may make anonymization more difficult in an mHealth setting. Are there usable
mechanisms to allow Patients or health providers to control what information is
disclosed?
(6) Accountability. What mechanisms can be used to support accountability (i.e.,
make Consumers of PHI accountable to the Patient for using PHI according to her
preferences) and nonrepudiation?
(a) How can we effectively inform the Patient of the risks of a privacy breach?
(b) How can we effectively create audit logs for all access, addition, deletion, and
modification of PHI?
(c) What interfaces can enable the Patient to review audit logs in an easy and under-
standable manner? In particular, who accessed the data, and were they authorized
to have access at that time?
(d) What interfaces allow the Patient to annotate or correct their sensor data or the
inferences derived from that data?
(e) What mechanisms can help to remedy effects of security breaches or privacy viola-
tions?
(f) How can we effectively notify the Patients of a security or privacy breach, its
consequences and remedial measures in an understandable manner?
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(7) Ecosystem. What are the ecosystem support roles in an mHealth system? We
initially identified five roles; policymakers, certification bodies, manufacturers, distri-
bution, remote management, and a key-management infrastructure. What policy and
legal frameworks need to be in place for them to serve these roles? What standards
need to be developed, and what certification mechanisms can encourage and ensure
compliance with standards?
(8) Trade-offs. Solutions to these problems involve many trade-offs, such as between
anonymity and accountability, or Patient authenticity and privacy. An important re-
search challenge, then, is to develop a conceptual working framework to help identify
these trade-offs within a solution space, and choose an appropriate balance when mak-
ing design decisions.
An extensive research agenda, indeed. There may be yet more challenges, but all
of these questions must be addressed to develop an mHealth system that supports
the principles in our mHealth framework (Section 3). Although some prior work, as
discussed in Section 5, addresses aspects of each of the above research questions, none
of the questions has been fully resolved in the context of mHealth. Furthermore, each
of our privacy properties is addressed by one or more of the above research questions,
and the properties are themselves linked back to the core principles we identified.
We encourage the mHealth research community to internalize the principles, address
these research questions, and build systems that support all the desired properties.
7. SUMMARY
In this article, we sought to identify the privacy challenges in mHealth systems, and
survey the state of the art in the literature. We developed a conceptual privacy frame-
work for mHealth, and use it to itemize the privacy properties needed in mHealth
systems. In an extensive survey of the literature, we discuss the technologies that
could support privacy-sensitive mHealth systems.
The technology of mHealth is an area of extremely active research and development,
with increasing interest both from academic researchers and corporate product devel-
opers. We believe it is essential to consider privacy in the design and implementation
of any mHealth system, given the sensitivity of the data collected. This article provides
a thorough list of privacy properties, which for a developer are a checklist that should
be considered in any design, and for a researcher generate questions about how to en-
able those properties more efficiently and more effectively. Interdisciplinary research
is essential, since many of the research challenges involve both technology and human
factors, or technology and policy issues. Finally, we note that the privacy concerns, and
privacy-supporting technologies, should be considered in the context of the medical
intent of the mHealth system.
The challenges we identify need to be addressed soon, because mHealth devices
and systems are being deployed now. It will be far more difficult to retrofit privacy
protections than to build them in from the start.
APPENDIX
A. PRIVACY FRAMEWORKS FOR HEALTHCARE
In themain document, we refer to several lists of privacy principles produced by various
organizations. In this appendix, we quote those principles, adding numbers of ease of
reference within this article. We include commentary to introduce and compare the
frameworks. A version of this appendix appeared as a workshop paper [Kotz et al.
2009].
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A.1. ONC National Framework (2008)
In December 2008, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Tech-
nology (in the US Department of Health and Human Services) announced its Nation-
wide Privacy and Security Framework for Electronic Exchange of Individually Identifi-
able Health Information [ONC 2008]. This document, which we call the “ONC Frame-
work”, provides the newest and most authoritative privacy framework for healthcare
released in the US, so we present it first. We quote their eight principles as follows,
adding numbers for ease of reference within this article. Their document includes
additional explanatory detail that we do not quote here.
ONC1. INDIVIDUAL ACCESS. Individuals should be provided with a simple and
timely means to access and obtain their individually identifiable health information
in a readable form and format.
ONC2. CORRECTION. Individuals should be provided with a timely means to dispute
the accuracy or integrity of their individually identifiable health information, and
to have erroneous information corrected or to have a dispute documented if their
requests are denied.
ONC3. OPENNESS AND TRANSPARENCY. There should be openness and trans-
parency about policies, procedures, and technologies that directly affect individuals
and/or their individually identifiable health information.
ONC4. INDIVIDUAL CHOICE. Individuals should be provided a reasonable opportu-
nity and capability to make informed decisions about the collection, use, and disclo-
sure of their individually identifiable health information.
ONC5. COLLECTION, USE, AND DISCLOSURE LIMITATION. Individually identi-
fiable health information should be collected, used, and/or disclosed only to the extent
necessary to accomplish a specified purpose(s) and never to discriminate inappropri-
ately.
ONC6. DATA QUALITY AND INTEGRITY. Persons and entities should take reason-
able steps to ensure that individually identifiable health information is complete,
accurate, and up-to-date to the extent necessary for the person’s or entity’s intended
purposes and has not been altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner.
ONC7. SAFEGUARDS. Individually identifiable health information should be pro-
tected with reasonable administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to ensure
its confidentiality, integrity, and availability and to prevent unauthorized or inap-
propriate access, use, or disclosure.
ONC8. ACCOUNTABILITY. These principles should be implemented, and adherence
assured, through appropriate monitoring and other means and methods should be
in place to report and mitigate nonadherence and breaches.
We next consider some important predecessors and inspirations for the ONC Frame-
work, in chronological order.
A.2. Health Privacy Project—Best Practices (2007)
The Health Privacy Project listed 10 “best practices” for employers who are developing
personal health records (PHR) [HPP 2007]. (The Health Privacy Project has recently
been adopted by the Center for Democracy & Technology, CDT.) We quote their list as
follows, adding numbers for reference. Note that these principles refer to “employer”
and “employee” rather than “provider” and “patient”, because they are intended for
employer-provided PHRs.
BP1. Transparency and notice. Employers should be transparent about their reasons
for offering a PHR to employees and all policies that apply to the PHR. Employers
should provide an Information Policy Statement or Notice that clearly lays out the
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ways in which information in the PHR will be used and safeguarded. Employers
should incorporate the Notice into their health benefit programs, and should make it
available in a layered format—a short concise version to accompany a more detailed
one. Employees should be informed of any updates to the policy.
BP2. Education. Employees should be educated about the benefits, functions, and con-
tent of the PHR. Information about the PHR should be communicated in numerous
ways to build both knowledge and trust.
BP3. Employees can choose which content is included in the PHR. Employees should
be able to determine the content of the PHR, including which providers and plans
contribute to it. Employees should be able to annotate the records submitted by
others, as well as to enter their own information, with employee-entered datamarked
as such. The identification of sources of all personal health information in the PHR
should be readily apparent.
BP4. Employees control access to and use of the PHR. (A) Employees should control
who is allowed to access their PHRs. Employers should not access or use employees’
individually identifiable health information from the PHR. (B) Employees should
choose, without condition, whether to grant access to personal health information
within their PHRs for any “secondary uses”. An audit trail that shows who has
accessed the PHR should be easily available to employees.
BP5. Employees can designate proxies to act on their behalf. Employees should deter-
mine who, including family members and caregivers, should have direct access to
their PHRs on their behalf. Where possible, employees should be able to grant proxy
access to full or partial information in their PHRs, including access in emergency
circumstances. Employees should also have the ability to revoke access privileges.
BP6. “Chain of trust”: Information policies extend to business partners. The infor-
mation policies and practices of employer-sponsored PHRs should follow the data
through chain of trust agreements that require business partners to adhere to the
employer’s applicable policies and practices.
BP7. Data security. Employers should provide a strong level of security to safeguard
the information in the PHR systems. A robust authentication process for access to
PHRs should be required, in addition to an audit trail that shows who has accessed
information and when.
BP8. Data management. Employers should ensure that the PHR systems they provide
have comprehensive data management strategies that protect the integrity of the
data and include data retention policies.
BP9. Enforcement and remedies. Employers should establish oversight and account-
ability mechanisms for adhering to their PHR policies and practices. Employers
should put into place amechanism to promptly notify employees of any inappropriate
access to or use of information contained in an employee’s PHR, identify the steps
which have been taken to address the inappropriate activity, and make resources
available to employees to assist them in addressing the effects of the inappropriate
activity.
BP10. Portability. Employers should offer PHRs that are portable, to the extent fea-
sible, allowing employees to maintain or move the PHR and/or the data it contains
even after employment or coverage ends or changes.
The HPP Best Practices list contains aspects specific to PHR systems, such as
Patient-entered data (BP3) and portability (BP10). There are some aspects specific
to employer-provided systems, such as Education (BP2). BP5 mentions the concept of a
“proxy”, which is not mentioned by any of the other frameworks, except ONC4 (in the
details). The “chain of trust” concept (BP6) is more explicit than in any of the privacy
frameworks; this transitive application of privacy constraints does not explicitly appear
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in the ONC principles, but we believe it is an essential feature. Indeed, we anticipate
that there may be interesting technological methods for wrapping PHI with privacy
policies before sharing with a third party. There is explicit mention of the requirement
to notify the Patient of any inappropriate disclosure (BP9); the ONC Framework only
mentions such notice in its detailed comments, and only as an example of a reaction
and not as a requirement. The Common Framework mentions a similar requirement
in its detailed comments about CF7.
Eight years earlier, in 1999, the Health Privacy Project released a set of “best prin-
ciples” for health privacy [HPP 1999]. The document notes that their “principles are
intended to establish a comprehensive framework”. Many of the themes behind these
principles resonate in the ONC Framework, but we want to call particular attention
to HPP2, which notes that “All recipients of health information should be bound by
all the protections and limitations attached to the data at the initial point of collec-
tion”. This transitive application of privacy constraints does not explicitly appear in
the ONC principles, but we believe it is an essential feature and deserves its top-level
appearance in the HPP Framework. (This principle shows up again as BP6.)
A.3. Markle Foundation’s “Common Framework” (2008)
The Markle Foundation launched a project “Connecting for Health”, which brought
together a wide range of stakeholders in developing a “Common Framework”, a model
for healthcare information exchange [MF 2008]. The Connecting for Health Common
Framework (CF) describes both policy and technical principles for healthcare infor-
mation exchange, and provides concrete prototypes of each: everything from patient
consent forms to data-interchange formats and information architecture. The Center
for Democracy & Technology later endorsed the policy aspects of the Common Frame-
work in their own policy document [CDT 2008]. We quote the top-level description of
the CF principles here.
CF1. Openness and transparency: Consumers should be able to knowwhat information
has been collected about them, the purpose of its use, who can access and use it, and
where it resides. They should also be informed about how they may obtain access to
information collected about them and how they may control who has access to it.
CF2. Purpose specification: The purposes for which personal data are collected should
be specified at the time of collection, and the subsequent use should be limited to
those purposes, or others that are specified on each occasion of change of purpose.
CF3. Collection limitation and data minimization: Personal health information should
only be collected for specified purposes and should be obtained by lawful and fair
means. The collection and storage of personal health data should be limited to that
information necessary to carry out the specified purpose. Where possible, consumers
should have the knowledge of or provide consent for collection of their personal health
information.
CF4. Use limitation: Personal data should not be disclosed, made available, or other-
wise used for purposes other than those specified.
CF5. Individual participation and control: Consumers should be able to control access
to their personal information. They should know who is storing what information on
them, and how that information is being used. They should also be able to review
the way their information is being used or stored.
CF6. Data quality and integrity: All personal data collected should be relevant to
the purposes for which they are to be used and should be accurate, complete, and
up-to-date.
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CF7. Security safeguards and controls: Reasonable safeguards should protect personal
data against such risks as loss or unauthorized access, use, destruction, modification,
or disclosure.
CF8. Accountability and oversight: Entities in control of personal health information
must be held accountable for implementing these principles.
CF9. Remedies: Remedies must exist to address security breaches or privacy viola-
tions.
The ONC Framework covers all these principles. CF1 is covered by ONC3 (Openness
and transparency), and ONC1 (Individual access). CF2 is covered by ONC5 (Collection,
use, and disclosure notification) and ONC1. CF3 is covered by ONC5 and ONC4 (Indi-
vidual choice). CF4 is covered by ONC5. CF5 is covered by ONC1 and ONC4. CF6 is
covered by ONC6 (Data quality and integrity). CF7 is covered by ONC7 (Safeguards).
CF8 is covered by ONC8 (Accountability). CF9 is covered by ONC8 and ONC2 (Correc-
tion). We believe that the Common Framework, though, is a crisper statement of the
important principles; it is also more explicit in emphasizing that data should be used
only for the purpose for which it was collected, and that Patients should have control
over what is collected and to whom the data may be disclosed.
Furthermore, we see little in the ONC principles that is not covered in the Common
Framework, except that ONC1 provides more explicit statement that Patients should
have an easy method to obtain their PHI, ONC2 provides an explicit statement that
Patients should be able to correct mistakes in their records, ONC3 explicitly states
openness about policies and technologies, and ONC4 emphasizes that Patients should
be able to make informed choices.
A.4. CCHIT’s Certification Criteria (2008)
TheCertificationCommission forHealthcare Information Technology (CCHIT) is a non-
profit organization that certifies healthcare information systems, and they recently
released their certification criteria for PHRs. Although it appears that they have a
process in place to determine these criteria, and that the process may enable and
encourage updates to the criteria, we quote the current list of criteria as published in
a booklet copyrighted in 2008 [CCHIT 2008].
CCHIT1. Consent. You should be in control of your personal health information and
how it is used. PHRs that meet certification requirements must include safeguards
that require you to give your explicit consent before your account is opened, or allow
you to opt out of the service. It also must allow you to decide if your data can be
collected, displayed, accessed, stored, released or disclosed.
CCHIT2. Controlling Access to your Information. Your PHR should give you the ability
to decide what information is private and to restrict access to it. Your PHR provider
must get your permission to gather or disseminate any information about you. You
also decide who else can view information in your PHR, and limit the types of infor-
mation that can be viewed.
CCHIT3. Conditions of Use. The conditions for using your PHR should be explicitly
explained to you, and you have the right to challenge your PHR provider if it does
not comply with the conditions of use. If conditions of use are changed, your PHR
provider is required to notify you of the changes.
CCHIT4. Amending the Record. You should have the ability to change or request
changes to your health record via email or telephone, and the telephone number of
customer service must be posted on the Web site of your PHR provider.
CCHIT5. Account Management. Your PHR provider must have a way for you to termi-
nate your account, if you wish, and to confirm that all your personal data has been
deleted from the system.
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CCHIT6. Document Import. Your PHR system should be able to retrieve health
records, explicitly label and manage your personal health information and be able to
distinguish between data entered by you and data retrieved from other sources.
CCHIT7. Data Availability. Your system should allow you to view or print your health
information whenever you need it.
It is instructive to compare CCHIT criteria with the HPP Best Practices for PHR
systems, since both attempt to cover the same ground. CCHIT1 (consent) is covered
by BP3 (choose which content), BP4 (control access), and BP1 (transparency). CCHIT2
(control) is similar to BP4 (control). CCHIT3 (conditions of use) is similar to BP1 (trans-
parency and notice). CCHIT4 (amending) is mentioned by BP3, although BP3 calls it
“annotating” rather than “amending”, which in some contexts may be an important
difference. CCHIT5 (the ability to delete your account) is not covered by any HPP Best
Practice, which is an interesting omission. CCHIT6 (document import) is about capa-
bility (ability to import documents) and about distinguishing user-entered data from
provider data (which is mentioned by BP3). CCHIT7 (availability) is not covered by
any HPP Best Practice, even BP8 (data management).
There are many of HPP’s Best Practices that do not appear in the CCHIT criteria.
In particular, BP1 is more specific than CCHIT3 about the presentation and quality
of the terms and notification, BP2 (education of the user) is not covered, BP3 is more
clear that sources of data should be clearly identified, BP4 precludes employer use
of employee PHR data, BP4 requires an audit trail and that the audit trail be easily
available, BP5 allows the designation of proxies, BP6 requires the “chain of trust” in
which privacy policies follow the data to other business partners, BP7 requires strong
mechanisms for security, access control, and access logs, BP8 requires data-integrity
policies and mechanisms, BP9 requires notice and assistance in the event of a data
breach, and BP10 requires PHR portability to new employers. None of these aspects—
many of which are important properties—are covered by the CCHIT criteria, leading
us to the opinion that the CCHIT Criteria are too weak and should be strengthened.
Similarly, the CCHIT criteria fall short of the ONC framework. ON3 (openness and
transparency) is covered somewhat by CCHIT3 (conditions of use), but not the require-
ment (stated in the details) for access to an audit log. ONC4 (individual choice) says (in
the details) that a Patient should be able to designate a proxy, which is not mentioned
in the Criteria. ONC5 (collection, use, and disclosure) limits the collection, use, and dis-
closure of PHI to theminimum necessary for a particular purpose and the Criteria have
no such concept; of course, a PHR is intended to collect PHI more widely than an EHR,
at the discretion of the Patient, but this concept should still apply to the disclosure
and use of PHR. ONC6 (data quality and integrity) states the obligation of providers to
ensure records are complete and correct; no such requirement appears in the Criteria.
ONC7 (safeguards) describes security and data-integrity requirements, which do not
appear in the Criteria. Although CCHIT1 says the Patient should be able to challenge
the PHR provider if they do not follow their terms of use, the Criteria have nothing
like ONC8 (accountability) that requires the PHR provider to have mechanisms for
monitoring internal compliance, and for notifying Patients if there is a data breach.
A.4.1. Others. There are other privacy frameworks worth a brief mention.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines
on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data [OECD 1980]
is an old (1980) list of eight principles that, although not specific to healthcare, has
inspired all of these frameworks.
Buckovich et al. [1999] prepared a detailed survey of privacy principles for healthcare
in 1998. Although interesting, this survey pre-dates all of the healthcare documents
we survey here, even pre-dating HIPAA
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The Health Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST) released a security framework
for healthcare in March 2009, but it is available only to member organizations and only
for a fee [Kaplan 2009]. Little information is available about this framework and it is
not clear whether it includes a comprehensive set of privacy principles.
Two international documents address privacy principles, though not specifically for
healthcare. In 2005, the Asia-Pacific Economic Community (APEC) published a privacy
framework, a set of “information privacy principles” [APEC 2005]. This framework
covers the commercial use of personal information. One analysis shows, however, that
there are too few details—and far too much flexibility—in the APEC Framework for it
to be useful [Pounder 2007]. In 2007, the International Security, Trust, and Privacy Al-
liance compared several important privacy frameworks from around the world [ISTPA
2007]. This document brings a broad, international perspective to privacy frameworks,
but its focus is on providing uniform definitions for common terms; it does little, specif-
ically, to generate a precise set of principles.
A.5. Summary
There are several existing conceptual privacy frameworks. Each has been developed by
experts in the field, usually by large bodies of diverse stakeholders who have worked for
months or years to examine relevant laws, documents, and current practices. Many of
the frameworks have been developed after studying the others, and thus there is a sig-
nificant degree of overlap. On the other hand, there is a surprising degree of difference
in the principles, and some frameworks have notable omissions. There is fairly broad
agreement about general principles, but there is room for reasonable disagreement
about the details, in part because there are difficult trade-offs between protecting
privacy and providing efficient, effective healthcare. (For example, consider a patient
that has configured access to his medical record so that access to data about his sexual
diseases and psychological troubles are hidden from all but a few doctors; if he presents
with an emergency condition then the lack of that information may lead to inefficient
or incorrect care. Or, consider a doctor who gives her password to the nurse to avoid the
inconvenience of logging herself in every time she needs to update a prescription; this
may lead to more efficient care but increases risk to patient privacy. Or, consider mobile
sensor nodes that are easy to pair with the Patient’s mobile node, but this ease of use
is based on a weak pairing protocol that is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.)
The NCVHS discussed several of these issues in 2006 [Cohn 2006], and revisited
some of them in 2008 [NCVHS 2008].
APPENDIX
B. GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND TERMS
AHIC American Health Information Community, a federal
advisory body chartered to make recommendations to
HHS on accelerating the development and adoption of
health information technology.
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Community.
ARRA American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
Extends HIPAA’s privacy regulations.
CCHIT Certification Commission for Healthcare Information
Technology.
CDT Center for Democracy and Technology.
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Client The Consumer’s computer, in our conceptual architec-
ture.
Common Framework The Markle Foundation launched a project “Connect-
ing for Health”, which brought together a wide range of
stakeholders in developing a “Common Framework,” a
model for healthcare information exchange [MF 2008].
Conceptual privacy framework A coherent set of actionable principles to protect
Patients’ health information privacy.
Confidentiality “The obligations of those who receive information to
respect the privacy interests of those to whom the data
relate” [Cohn 2006]. See also privacy and security.
Consumer The user of mHealth sensor data, in our conceptual
architecture. We capitalize it as a reminder that “Con-
sumer” includes a broad range of users of mHealth
data, from clinical staff towellness coaches to relatives.
Covered Entities Organizations that fall under HIPAA regulations.
Ecosystem The set of organizations and agencies that support the
standardization, manufacture, certification, distribu-
tion, management, and operation of mHealth systems
and services.
EHR Electronic Health Record. “An electronic record of
health related information on an individual that
conforms to nationally recognized interoperability
standards and that can be created, managed, and
consulted by authorized clinicians and staff across
more than one health care organization” [NAHIT
2008]. Contrast with EMR and PHR.
EMR Electronic Medical Record. “An electronic record of
health related information on an individual that can
be created, gathered, managed, and consulted by
authorized clinicians and staff within one health care
organization” [NAHIT 2008]. Contrast with EHR.
Health information privacy “An individual’s right to control the acquisition,
uses, or disclosures of his or her identifiable health
data” [Cohn 2006]. See also confidentiality.
HHS US Department of Health and Human Services.
HIE Health Information Exchange.
HIPAA Health Information Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996. US law specifying, in part, privacy
rules regarding Protected Health Information and
the responsibilities of Covered Entities [Scholl et al.
2008]. See also HITECH.
HITECH Health Information Technology for Economic and Clin-
ical Health Act of 2009 [HITECH1 2009; HITECH2
2009]. See also HIPAA.
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HPP Health Privacy Project [HPP 2007], recently adopted
by the Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT).
HRS Health Records System, in our conceptual architec-
ture.
ISTPA International Security, Trust, and Privacy Alliance.
Markle Foundation an organization concerned with technology, health-
care, and national security. See also Common
Framework.
mHealth The use of mobile computing and communications
technology in the delivery of healthcare or collection
of health information. The term “mHealth” applies
broadly to the use of mobile technology in healthcare
applications. In this document, however, we focus on
patient-centered technology.
MID Mobile Internet Device, a multimedia-capable hand-
held computer providingwireless Internet access [MID
2009]. MIDs are larger than smart phones but smaller
than netbooks and laptops.
MN Mobile Node, in our conceptual architecture.
NCVHS National Committee on Vital Health and Statistics
(US).
NHIN Nationwide Health Information Network, a US effort
to provide a secure, nationwide, interoperable health
information infrastructure that will connect providers,
consumers, and others involved in supporting health
and healthcare.
NHS National Health Service in the UK.
ONC Office of the National Coordinator for Health Infor-
mation Technology (in the US Department of Health
and Human Services).
Patient The subject of mHealth sensing, in our conceptual
architecture. We capitalize it as a reminder that a
“Patient” is not restricted to a “patient” in the clinical
sense, although we use “patient” when we are indeed
in a clinical context.
PHI Personal Health Information. Any personally iden-
tifiable information (PII) that is health-related. We
follow NCVHS and define PHI as “personal health
information” rather than “protected health informa-
tion”, which is a phrase that has specific meaning in
a specific legal context (HIPAA) [Cohn 2006]. HIPAA
defines “protected health information” as individually
identifiable health information that is stored or trans-
mitted in any medium, including information related
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to the Patient’s health, the provision or healthcare, or
billing for healthcare. Contrast with PII and PrHI.
PHR Personal Health Record. “An electronic record of
health related information on an individual that
conforms to nationally recognized interoperability
standards and that can be drawn from multiple
sources while being managed, shared, and controlled
by the individual” [NAHIT 2008]. Contrast with EHR.
PII Personally Identifiable Information. Any information
that uniquely identifies an individual, such as a name,
social security number, patient ID number, or street
address. Sometimes a MAC address or IP address
is considered personally identifiable information.
Contrast with PHI.
PKI Public Key Infrastructure. A set of services and
protocols that support the use of public-key cryptog-
raphy, including certificate authorities (who generate
and verify certificates that bind keys to identity or
attributes).
PRBAC Privacy-aware RBAC, see RBAC.
PrHI Protected Health Information. A term specific to
HIPAA, Protected Health Information is PHI that
is covered by HIPAA privacy rules. PrHI is our
abbreviation, to distinguish it from PHI.
Privacy see Health information privacy.
RBAC Role-based Access Control.
RHIO Regional Health Information Organization.
Security “Physical, technological, or administrative safeguards
or tools used to protect identifiable health data from
unwarranted access or disclosure” [Cohn 2006]. See
also privacy and confidentiality.
SN Sensor Node, in our conceptual architecture.
TPM Trusted Platform Module, as defined by the Trusted
Computing Group [TPM 2009].
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